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TEACHER'S ATTACKER SEEKS FREEDOM
Hoods Beat Nat Cole In Birmingham

Slug Singer In
City Auditorium

THE

Birmingham, Ala. — (INS) — Famed singer Nat
"King" Cole was attacked and knocked off his feet Tuesday night in a public appearance on the stage of the
municipal auditorium at Birmingham.
A group of young men, believed to be in their early
twenties, iushed up the aisle, with
lice officers in pursuit, and
It appeared in the darkened
mped up on the stage..
auditorium, that Three young men
One of them hit Cole with a
were involved in the assault.
flying tackle, and he went sprawlCole was taken backstage, and
ing on his back.
A group of police officers 'rush- later, on cries from the audience
ed out on the stage from each to "come back" appeared briefly.
He said he could not go on with
wing, and other officers who had
been chasing the men up the aisle the performance because his back
closed in on the attackers, brand- hurt, and he wanted to see a docishing night sticks. They were, tor.
The entire incident lasted but a
quickly seized.
few seconds. Cole was appearing
on a show featuring Ted Heath
and his British jazz orchestra
apd Singer June Christy.
The incident came at the end of
the first of two scheduled performances. The first was for a
white only audience, and Negroes
were lined up to attend the second
performance.
Cole, famous for his crooning
type of singing, was featured to
close the show.
He had just begun his performance, ignoring one or two cries
from the audience of "go home
nigger."
Cole was standing alone out to
the front of the stage, backed by
the Ted Heath orchestra, when the
assault took place.
He had just started singing one
of his currently popular numbers
"Little Girl."
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Throng Attends Rites For Elder Jones

Approximately 45,000 tickets are
being made available for the afttary tickets for show guests are:
ernoon and night sessions of the
May 2, 3 and 4 show at Club . Model Laundry, Bodden Tailormg co., Coca Cola Bottling comEbony o n Beale.
The show is free to everyone. pany of Memphis, Jack S pr a t
Foods, Quality Stamps, Riceland
CHANCE TO WIN
The tickets give the bearer a Rice of Arkansas Rice Growers,
crack at the more than 1,500 vat- Automobile Sales, Memphis Appliuable prizes which will be award- ance co.. Lucky Heart Laboratored during the exposition. The-hold- ies and Keystone Laboratory, maker of a ticket signs .his name and ers of Long Aid for the hair.
address on the stub which is taken , Afternoon sessions will lie held
up at the door and it goes into i between 1:30 and 4:30 and night
the container from which a num. sessions start at 7:30 and last unber of drawings will be made at til 11. Children will be admitted
each session,
to the afternoon sessions.
Among the business concerns
More than 20,000 people were
0
•ho are "special" hosts with the guests of the Defender at each of
i-State Defender in cooperating the first two shows and even more
y providing the free complimen- I are expected this year.

APPROXIMATELY 5,000 people from Tennessee. and several other states were at Mason's Temple Easter Sunday
at noon for funeral rites for
Elder Jerry W. Jones, a leader in the Church of God
In Christ. Upper left, Bishop
A. B. McEwen delivers the
eulogy. Some of the many
flowers are seen. The family
acknowledged 210 condolences

Citizens Irked
Over Action In
Hospital Case

and 130 telegrams. Upper
right,
pallbearerl
leave
church with c a ske t. Pallbearers, left to right are: Elders Sherman Davis, sr., Clay.
born Gillmer, Tom Butcher,
Harrold Davis (mother Russell
is seen in here.) Alfred
Davis, (Mother Fannie Page
is s e en in h e r el Thomas
Jennings, Brother Frank Vann
Sherman Delis jr., and Jas-

per Porter. Lower left can be
seen some members of t h e
family and some of the 9,000
present for the services. Front
row left to right are: Mrs.
Jerry W. Jones, Louis Davis,
her son and next to him Mrs.
Mary Davis, his wife; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Clark, of Little
Rock, Mrs. Jones' uncle; Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Akins, of St.

AMEZ Church
Editor Fired

$1,000 In
Awards At
LeMoyne

Louis, her brother, and Mr.
and Mrs. Aaron Akins, cousins. Final photo shows members of the prominent Julius
Lewis family of Memphis
who were in attendance. Mr.
Lewis spoke. Shown are Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Lewis, Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Lewis, M. Lewis and his mother. (Newson
Photos)

"Homes are being broken faster than ministers, justices of the peace and judges can put tiem together," declared Rev. 11.C. Israrbit, pastor of First Baptist Lauders
dale, in his address Saturday afternoon at the Annual
YMCA Father-Son banquet.

Honored as "Father of the Year"
at the banquet was E. P. NaProf. Hunt said, he worked In a
bors, sr., contractor, father of
drug store and as a market man.
three adult sons, E. P. jr., and
Rev. Nabrit, who is Mr. Nabors'
Juan W. of Roanoke, Va., who
minister,
spoke on the topic:
motored here for the occasion, and
William (Bill) Nabors, of Mem- "Boys of Yesteryear, Men of Tomorrow."
phis.
Rev. Nabrit was presented by
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, chairman
of the board of director of the L. 0. Swingler, executive secreAhe Scharff YMCA, in presenting tary of the YMCA branch.
Rev. Nabrit was presented by
Mr. Nabors with a handsome
plaque, recalled that he landed L. 0. Swingler, ececutive sealshere in Memphis around 1897 with tary of the YMCA branch.
65 cents in his pocket and just 17
Rev. W. C. Ardrey, boys' work
years old, Prof. Hunt said that department secretary, presented
Mr. Nabors worked at a boarding the staff and Frank Lewis was
and board while attending Le- toastmaster. Mrs. Ann Lawrence
Sen. Richard L. Neuberger Moyne college. On the way up, Hall served as hostess.
(D., Ore.), author of a book about
the Royal Canadian Mounties, said
Saturday night the U. S. might
have to set up a Federal Police
force like the famed redcoats to
safeguard rights of Negroes in the
South.
Speaking at the annual banquet
in Chicago of the Council Against
Discrimination, Sen. Neuberger
said he was studying Canadian
statutes which created the mounties.
He said it "may be the one
way of safeguarding the Negroes
in the Southern states in the exercise of their inalienable American rights to vote, to be equally
educated, to be respected and not
to be discriminated against,"

Suggests Way
To Protect
Race In South

CHARLOTTE, N. C. — (ANP) ed out that he did not name any
The case of the orderly who lost — T he publishing board of the A. of the bishops in his article and
two front teeth when struck in M. E. Z. church will meet here therefore felt the board of bishthe mouth by a white intern at this week to decide what further ops should not have suspended the
John Gaston hospital was closed action — if any — it will take editor, who made it clear that
"officially" last week after the or. on Dr. Walter R. Lovell, suspend- the report was published
without
deny was dismissed and the in- ed editor of the church's official his knowledge.
reprimand
a
disciplined
by
tern
organ, "The Star of Zion."
Lovell's vspension accompaniby the chief of staff.
Lovell was removed from his ed rumors that efforts may he
However, more than a few citiweeks ago, after an ar- made to oust senior AMEZ Bishzens were less than satisfieid with post two
the "confidential" manner in which ticle appeared in the newspaper op William J. Walls from his post
details concerning the much talk- accusing unnamed bishops of "de- at the forthcoming general coned of "delay" in preparing a pa- manding handouts, selling appoint- ference May 2-16 in Pittsburgh.
ments, carryjng concubines to
tient" angle was treated.
WALLS UNDER FIRE
About all the details given was reign over church gatherings, paBishop Walls, who has held the
a dis- tronizing whores and many other
Claude H. (Turkey) Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. that the blow resulted from
bishopric
post for 32 years prethings."
pute growing out of Connie La'I'. J. Johnson, of 1022 Woodlawn, and brother of Mrs. cey's "delay" in carrying out in- The editor declined to comment sides over the North Carolina ConAretta Polk, circulation manager of the Tri -State De- structions of Dr. Joe Frank Bry- on his ouster, other than to ac- ference in addition to others. He
reportedly took a leading role in
fender, died suddenly on Wednesday, April 4, at 12:20 ant, of Dyersburg, in preparing a cept responsibility for allowing the proceedings against Editor Lovell
patient for surgery.
article to appear in the paper inp.m. in the Veterans hospital in San Francisco.
Lacey, an 18-yea -old senior at advertently, not having handled it at the board of bishops' meeting
•
in Washington two weeks ago.
' Mr. Johnson entered the hospital
Manassas High school, admitted himself.
The bishop and the editor were
with acute pneumonia. He was 36.
saying he told the intern he would CAN PROVE CHARGES
principals in. a brawl on the eve
Arrangements for the funeral
have to take - his. time to prep
The article, signed by "A Per- of
the 1952 general conference, and
the patient but claimed it was son," appeared in the Feb. 23
had not been completed at press
the bishop was slapped by the edian important prep task and de- issue of "The Star of
time but the family said that servZion." The
manded time.
tor.
s would be held here with the
writer was later learned to be the
The trustees of City of Memthe Abe Scharff YMCA as ite
At the Washington meeting, the
F. P. NABORS receives a
S. Lewis Funeral Home in
Rev. Louis Bell, pastor of the A. I
phis hospitals approved the rec"Father of the Year." Rev, H.
plaque from Prof. Blair T.
board of bishops placed the busicharge.
church
Farmville,
M.
N,1
E.
Z.
at
ommended reprimand after recogC. Nabrit of First Baptist LauHunt, right, as he was cited
ness of "The Star of Zion" in the
Mr. Johnson attended Woodstock
A Memphis insuranceman who
derdale was guest $peake r.
nizing the "care with which the C., who said he has documentary hands of a committee headed by
Saturday evening at the anTraining school and Manassas
just entered the business four
(Coleman Photo)
medical board had investigated facts to substantiate his charges. Bishop W. W. Slade.
nual Father-Son banquet of
High school where he played on
years ago after spending 30-plus
32,
also
Bell,
said
he
submitted
problem."
the
reviewed
and
At the same meeting, the bish- years
the football team and was active
as an educator is the only
Still, on the matter of the de- two other articles which Editor ops appointed a committee to
in school clubs and other social
in- Negro among 232 persons cited on
lay, many feel the matter of how Lovell refused to print. He point- vestigate the entire matter
activities.
and or- the 34th All Star Honor Roll of
much time is normal for prepardered that charges be brought The Insurance
' After graduating from Manassas
Salesman's we-atoperation
the
ing a patient for
against the minister who wrote the south April edition.
he spent two years at Tuskegee
and
do
to
about
was
Bryant
Dr.
Institute where he sang with the
article.
This esteemed honor comes to
how much time Lacey took to preTuskegee Glee club and played on
Meanwhile, Editor Lovell and Lucky C. Sharp, 55-year-old ordipatient, should have
the
given
pare
Mrs. M. E. Leak, who has been nary salesman with the Univerthe football squad. At the start
been made public sinice so much
secretary-clerk of the Star for sal Life Insurance company of
of World War II he volunteered
was made of the "delay" angle
A former slave boy who became this country's first
nearly 12 years, were put on sus- Memphis, who has averaged betin the Army and was with the
pension until the AME7, publishing ter than $200,000 a year in sales Negro Bishop is the central figure in a drama by Rod
196th Military Police Company in
board meets in Charlotte, N. C., since entering the field an inexthe European Theatre for three
The Negro Interdenominational
Sterling to be presented by tbe CATHOLIC HOUR on
years.
perienced salesman in 1951.
Ministers association is slated to April 12.
CLAUDE H. JOHNSON
j After his discharge Mr. Johnson
Insurance Salesman, a quarterly NBC-TV Sunday, April 15 (12:30 p.m. CST).
meet with the Memphis Ministers
Sterling, who wrote "Patterns," the much-acciaimed-.
publication,
moved to California where he took! Clementine Irwin. of Chicago; cousays of Mr. Sharp:—
Association (white) at Abe Scharff
"formerly a high school principal NBC-TV play which has been '
a course in interior decorating and ' sin of Miss Lorraine Gossin, of
YMCA, of 254 S. Lauderdale, at
he sells to school teachers, comes
we'led in San Francisco to fol- New York City and Mrs. Gertrude
11 a.m. on April 20.
made into a popular film, has I Bishop of the Diocese of Maine
to Honor Roll for all round excellow this line of work.
Arzu, of San Francisco. Other relDr. William C. Aden, president
adapted the new one, "Beloved and New Hampshire. Assistant te
Wide in Memphis he was an atives and friends also.
The publicity committee of the of the white association, will pre- SEOUL — (INS) — Dr. Paul lence; in the business for four Outcaste." from a biography of
' e member of the Gospel TemMinisters and Citizens League will side. The special call meeting is Dudley White, famed heart spe- years with present company. Con- Bishop James .A. Healy by the the Papal Throne, and the outple taptist church .and in Fran- Kefauyer
meet at the Abe Scharff YMCA the first of two joint meetings cialist. said Tuesday night that sistently has been above $200,000." Rev. Albert S..F'oley, S. J. Fred standing Catholic orator of New
In New Jersey
Mr. Sharp feels his achievement
Maj. Gen. John W. Harmony, who
cis o joined Jones Methodist ME
On Lauderdale Friday morninig, planned ths year.
Fitzgerald will portray the title England,
reached
after becoming a middle
Hamilton
JERSEY
(INS)
Boswell,
CITY
—
—
Sen.
Rev,
church,
April 13 at 11 o'clock.
In a communication recently is- suffered a mild attack, was in
role.
DIFFICULT EARLY YEARS
aged man, presents a challenge to
Estes Kefauver (D) Tenn., on
pastor.
Rev. T. M. Davis, chairman, sued, Dr. A. W. Dick of the Sec- "good condition."
mystery prelate,
a
as
Known
After a successful- term as First
men
Young
coming out of college
In addition to the named rela- Tuesday started a round of hand- urges a full attendance of mem- ond Presbyterian church said the White, who was President EisenBfRhop Healy was surrotInded by Chancellor °Mix Dioeese of Bosseeking
opportunities
in
busithe
shaking
in
N.
County,
J.,
Hudson
Mrs.
bers.
He said plans would be for- white ministers association was hower's heart consultant, flew to
tives he was: — brother of
legend during his lifetime, bid the ton. he became the second Bishop
ness World,
Leslie Smith, of Washington, D. C. in his campaign for the Democrat- mulated in line with the commit- sympathetic towat'ds the objectives Korea from Japan yesterday to
story
of his life lives up to the of Maine and New Hampshire and
His
ambition now is to become
nephew of Mrs. Artimese Garrett, ic presidential 'nortination next tee's role in the current voters' of the Greater Memphis Race Re- examine the chief of the U. S.
legend. Born in slavery in 1830,
registration campaign.
lations Committee.
Military Assistant advisory group. See LUCKY, Page 2
el Vicksburg, Miss., and Mrs. August.
Ja it CS A. Healy rose to become See DRAMA. Page 2

Popular Memphian Dies
SuddenlyOn West Coast

Lucky Sharp On
Top Honor Roll

ir

Drama Offirst Negro
Bishop On TV April 15

Negro, White
Clerics To Meet

.

Price 15c

By LEON COLEMAN

(See Photo On Page 2)

Gr

The white painter from Ellen.
dale who is in county jail accused
of attempted rape of a FullvieW
school teacher was to go before
Circuit Judge Floyd Henderson
Wednesday morning seeking to'get
the charge dropped or have bond
reduced from $5,000 to no more
than $1,000.
Atty. L. E. Quinn filed the petition last week asking that the
attempted rape charge be drop •
ped against Clarence F. Stewart,
45. As an alternative the attorney
seeks to have the bond lowered.
Stewart was arrested by Deputies Carl Smith and James Crews
and picked out of a line-up at
county jail by Mrs. Mary Bond
Taylor, 49, of 339 Boston, and
three students at the school as
High school seniors from the Tri- the man w ho a ttacked Mrs. Tay.
State area who participate in the lor.
Interpretative Reading and Vocal
Contests at LeMoyne College on GRABBED TEACHER
Mrs. Taylor said the man grabApril 26 and 27 may win $1000
bed her in the school early Friin scholarships.
In each of the two events, the day morning, March 2 when
she
first prize will be a $200 scholar- opened the
door at a knocking
ship and second prize will be a
$150 scholarship. If as many as she thought was the young
eight schools participate third boy who made fires for the school.
prizes of $100 scholarships and She said the man grabbed her
fourth prizes of $50 scholarships in a bear hug and sought to choke
her when she screamed and
will be presented.
These awards are made by Le- fought with him.
Moyne College through the Spring
Sheriff's Lieutenants J. V. JowFestical committee. Schools wish- ers and John Carlisle told Judge
ing to participate in the reading Jack Harris at the General Sescontest should contact Mrs. Velma sions court arraignment that
5IcLemore at the college, and Stewart was sentenced to 11
schools wishing to participate in months and 29 days and fined
the vocal contest should contact $1,000 once before for assault and
Mr. John Whittaker, chairman of battery involving a white womthe LeMoyne Music department. an.

YMCA Honors Nabors
As 'Father Of Year'

Home Show Free Tickets
On Way ToHomemakers
Free tickets to the Tri -State Defender's third home
ow are now being distributed.
For the first time free tickets to the annual exhibition are being distributed to individuals, groups and businesses in the county and nearby cities.

Jailed For
Rape Try
In School

Voters Group To
Meet April 13

0.

Specialist Examines
Maj. Harmony

ers

2
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Sat., April 14, 1956

Get Set For Big Home Show
•

Tri-State:

News In Nutshell

Newsboys Take Off
In Baseball Contest
"They're off:" No not to the races — but a flying
start in the Tri - State Defender's Annual Baseball Contest that officially opened on April 5. The contest will
close on July 8.
This year 10 Tri - State Defender Newsboys that

You'll Pay To Cool In Pool

If you find you'd like to cool and 10 cents if
a child. The Memoff in a municipal swimming pool phis Park
Commission approved
this Summer, you'll have to hand the admission
charge last week.
over 2.5 cents if you are an adult,

show the greatest increase in sale
with their base being established
on the number of papers they sold
as of March 31, will be given an
all-expense paid trip to St. Louis,
Mo., to see the Brooklyn Dodgers
and the St. Louis Cardinals play
ball
Interest in the contest is already
keen many of the Newsboys are
showing increase sales and t h e
contest just opened — "It is going
to be a different story this time,"
said a Marion, Ark.. newsboy.
While a few boys from West Mem.phis declared they are going to
win the trip and not let Memphis
boys take all the prizes.
If you have not entered t h e
contest — Do so now!
THIS WILL HELP YOU
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk, Circulation
managet, said as an extra inducement, Newsboys, securing yearly
or six months subscriptions to the
Tri-State Defender, will be credited as follows: One year subscription which sells for $6.00 in advance, will be given an increase
of 52 papers.
A six months subscription f o r
$3.50 payable in advance 'fill
mean an increase of 26 papers for
the newsboy making the sale.
Newsboys may sell subscriptions
to persons living in any State or
makers interested in seeing
outside of Memphis or in the City.
special dishes prepared on the
THE RULES
stage should make requests
now by writing Mrs. J a na
Porter at the Tri•State Defender, 236 S. Wellington.

Plans For Gradual Integration

Recommendations On a proced-1 April 24, during the
semi-annual
ore for gradual integration of Ne- meeting of the
board of trustees
gro students in the•University of at the University
center in KnoxTennessee colleges will be made ville.

Rout Indian Tagged As Negro

John W. Rouse, of Detroit, who
says he is of Cherokee Indian descent, but who was tagged as a
Negro by rumor started by a mooing van worker decided la st
Friday to move out of the swanky

Robson Avenue neighborhood in
Northwest Detroit after a demonstration by neighbors-to-be. He
sold the home he had bought for a
$2,000 profit.

Labor In Hot Water
Now it can be told. Labor is in
hot water. An investigation recently of the White Citizens Councils
revealed that Dixie labor is active in the councils: that influen-

Hal and powerful officials of unIons lead the anti-group: serve on
executive boards and have added
fuel to the current tension over
integration and desegregation.

Hospitals Accredited

John Gaston, Le Bonheur, West
Tennessee Tuberculosis, Kennedy
Veterans and Veterans Administion No. 88 and E. H. Crump are

among the 15 hospitals here listed
last week as accredited by the
Joint Commission on accreditation
of hospitals.

Student Awarded Scholarship

Clinton H. Guy, jr., son of C.' made annually to
the sons of
H. Guy, sr., of 1530 North Second employees. Guy
is a senior of Ma.
was one of the three local stio Inassas and plans
to study electridents awarded four-year college 1 cal engineering.
Others who rescholarships last week by theiceived grants were Russell
H. Ray,
Memphis plant of Firestone Tire I of 3712 Hazelwood and
Jerry L.
& Rubber co. The awards arelStell, of 1061 Morhead.

The rules of the contest are'sim.
pie. Newsboys entering the contest
must sell papers each week during the contest to be eligible for
the
Newsboys who receive their
papers from Tri-State Defender
Branch offices, must make their
report each week no later than
Monday of the following week.
Those who receive their papers
at the Office of the 'Tri-State Defender, must make their weekly
reports at the Office no later than
Monday of the following week.
Newsboys who receive their papers at their homes will report
for their papers on the .day set
by your supervisor.
Patrons are urged to pay the
Newsboy 'each week as he is in
the contest and must make his
report each week to stay eligible
to win, the trip.

Lucky
(Continued from page 1)

one of the first Negroes in the
South to make the Million-Dollar
Roundtable. Membership in thi s
THE TROPICAL Background
organization goes to salesmen who
her assistant, Mrs. L onlse
ing and Peaches stuffed with
goes off fine with the salads
Westley. Mrs. Westley has a
sell at least a million dollars worth
cottage cheese salads and the
If all goes according to plan,leationing in June and
July. They
and meat platter shown here
Hawaii Pineapple and Mrs.
of insurance in a year. No Negro
(old meat platter. These are
Mayor an Mrs. Edmund Orgill will exnect to visit London,
Straffordby Mrs. Jana Porter, home
has yet broken into the circle.
Porter an Asparagus Deluxe.
just a few of the salads which
spend three weeks in Europe ya- shire. England
and France.
From left on the table are To.
TO PURDUE
I economist for the Tri-State Dewill be prepared on-stage durfender's third home show, and
mato Avaco with French dressMr. Sharp enters Purdue uniing the home show. Home.
. A memeographed letter was GOP county chairma
versity on May 28 for a year's
n. Walker
sent out last week by Guy L. Wellford. Jr.. called
study on The Top Secrets of Saleson party memSmith. Tennessee chairman of the bees to halt donation
manship.
s to the West
Republican party, defending h i s Tennessee finance
Mr. Sharp looks at the insurance
chairman until
stand in attempting to repair the the rift
industry as one field where opporbetween the factions has
break between the Shelby Old been
tunities are boundless for t h •
settled.
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texx — A
New Guard splinters. Meanwhile,
trained and energetic aspirant. Necounty-wide committee has been
gro owned companies have greatorganized for the purpose of ex- ly expande
d facilities and broadNASHVI
LLE,
Tenn.
—
The
The NAACP has made clear to I posed that children
tending public health facilities in
be assigned to American
coverag
ened
es in recent years.
Baptist
Theological
DETROIT—(ANP) — Racial prejudice and a rock- thing very wrong. I Could expect Negro communities of Waller counthe North Carolina Advisory Corn- public schools
according to "na- Seminary will hold its annual
NOT HESITANT
mittee on Education that the corn- tural racial
throwing mob of 500 persons won another victory Thurs- something like this in a foreign ty. The Public Health Advisory Mr. Sharp finds that white inpreference" and on Seminary Day celebration on
May
mittee's proposal on segregation'the basis of
Committee membership will be en"what is best for the 20, according to Miss
dividuals and companies are no
day
as John W. Rouse bowed to his neighbors' belief that country."
Primrose
Is not acceptable, the group pro- child."
larged to include representatives longer unaltera
bly hesitant about
While
Mrs.
talked,
Rouse
her througii
Funches, promotion director.
he and his family are Negroes.
out the county. Rev. C. N. purchasing protecti
husband was completing a deal
on from a NeWINDOW WASHING
.,
Rouse, 70-year-old retired private policeman, insists with the Belmont Subdivision as- Bonner, Methodist pastor, is chair- gro company. Some of his larg' Window washing can be made 1
man.
est accounts, some above $20,000,
that he and the members of his
easier this spring, claim the maksociation to buy the house for
The organizational meeting of are with white
firms. Ordinary
ers of "Spray-blade." by using
family — wife, daughter and two seen or known the Rouse family, $18,500, a 82,000 profit.
the voup held at Prairie View salesman sell policies
their aluminum squeegee-spray
in the $1,000Two windows in the modest was
grandchildren — are all white. He all said they knew they were
followed
by a session in up bracket.
By CLAUDIA MARIE IVY
with a hollow handle for holding j
home
brick
were
of Second Congregational church.
broken
by
rocks
Hempstead. Called by Miss Sedal. A native of Brownsvi
said he is part Cherokee Indian Negroes.
lle, Texas,
detergent. Just back of the rub- ' Is your Easter outfit just about
before police arrived and dispers- ia Wilson, public
The band under the able dihealth nurse a Mr. Sharp was educated at Beauand his wife is Scotch-Irish and I Mrs. Rouse. also 70, said: "How ed the mob which at one time
her wiper blade a spray squirts all you are mentioning these
rection
Prairie
of Nelson Jackson, per- French Canadia
I do they know we are Negros. They
View A and M, the group mont and Prairie View universi
out as much sudsmaker as you days? Oh, how pretty everyone is
n.
ty.
discussed means of assisting the He came to Memphis in 1921
I haven't even seen us. We didn't numbered about 500.
need. Just press to spray, wipe in the Spring and that is the time I formed admirably. I especially
and
neighbor
The
otherwis
think
s
Off
e.
and
on
all
day.
little
chillike
college
their
health
I
renditio
even
program
get
here
n
after
until
in order began teaching in a one-room
of "Danny
dark
to clean.
of year for me . . . the great
ny Boy." (You know our school Although none admitted having Tuesday. I think there is some- dren passed in front of the Rouse to render wider and more effec- school at Lucy. He was
transfercutdoors .. 1 seeing everyone and
house
giggling
and occasionally tive service.
red to Millington where he was
I mean everyone, is a very happy I song is written to the tune of Danyelling.
Specific
ny Boy). Very pretty, too. Mrs.
objectiv
es were listed principal of the Junior High school
up at the convention but that in
experience. I hope you were very;
K. C. Gillis was general chairfor four years and in 196 became
Large numbers of teenagers as .
Chicago he said he was in favor
.stunning in the Easter parade and
1. To interpret the health pro- principal of Douglass High
man of all Voc Week activities.
of forcing de-segregation by with- gathered in groups across t h e
where
that you will enjoy Spring as
gram to the community; 2. to he remained until he
We congratulate her on bringing
(Cobtinned from page 1)
holding federal aid to non-inte- street from time
left t h e
I do. Now for the news.
to
time
while
study community healtn needs. 3. school system in 1951.
there became known as the "Chilsuch an interesting week of acgrated schools.
FIRST GAME IN NEW GYM...1
housewives sat on porches gossip- to assist in
providing for voluntivities to us.
dren's Bishop."
Mr. Sharp is president of the
Stevenson repeated his support ing about the
We were thrilled to play a basket- '
affair.
teer workers in well-child and ma- Underwriters associat
Serling's script focuses on the ball
Suprem
Court's
the
S.
U.
of
dee
ioin compoegame in our new gym be- INTERMEDIATE PLAY
Two members of the special po- ternity clinics, and 4. to assist ed of the seven
difficult early years when as
major Negro incision on segregation and declarfore the season closed this year.
The entire intermediate departJACKSONVILLE, Fla. — (INS) ed it would be a "national disas- lice bureau that deals with racial in providing transportation for in- surance companies located here,
Bishop of Portland, prejudice and
We met the team from Marion,' ment is all agog over their forth- — Adiai E. Stevens
on opened up ter" if the northern and southern problems tried to trace the source digent families to clinics and to member of Phi Beta Sigma fraviolent reaction met Bishop HeaWednesday,' March 28, and even coming production "China Silk"
to a free-swinging attack on Sen. Es- wings of the Democratic party of the rumor that set off the other medical services.
ly's social reform, but were not
ternity, a 32 degree Mason, a
though we lost by 5 points, every be presented Monday, April 1,
demonstration.
in tes Kefauver last week and split on the issue.
able to impede the work he was to
Shriner
and member of Second
bit of the -game was thrilling. We the auditorium, The costume
-As near as we can determine," gro moving in.' It apparently Congregational church.
s, act- accused the Tennessee senator of
accomplish from 1875 until his
He said: "If the South left the
just about filled the gym on both ing, songs, dancing etc., are all being two-faced.
started
from
there."
'
This year he is chairman of the
Democratic party, the Democrats said Detective Ed Boggs, ''it startdeath in 1900,
sides and our team certainly play- I about ready and we urge you
The Rouse family moved to the Negro
He charged Kefauver with tak- would not only lose this importa
to
division of the Red Cross
ed with the movers. One of the
The National Council of Catholic
nt
ed well even in defeat. The "B" come see these fine little folk
in ing different stands in different election this yePe s but would be workmen moving furniture in t o northwest Detroit area from a fund campaign.
Men joins NBC in presentation of team
was victorious.
mixed neighborhood on American
their dramatic roles. Mrs. M. Hill parts of the country on the issue injured for ye, Jo come.
His wife, Mrs. Gladys Sharp,
the "Catholic Hour." Richard
The the house told a boy, 'You ought
VOC WEEK — Emphasis has is chairman of the Intermed
avenue. The nearest non-white is a teacher
iate of de-segregation. He said Kefau- Democratic party would be ,des- to tell your
at Melrose High
Walsh is producer for the NCCM.
folks there is a Ne- neighborhood is 31 2 miles away.
been placed on Vocational Guid- department.
ver, while campaigning in Califor- troyed
school. They reside at 1495 Felix.
as an effective instrument
Doris Ann for NBC. Martin Hoade
ance all this week and our atten- STAR PERSON
nia, declared he would not take of the liberals
and the people's
ALITIES:—Charis director.
tion is centered on just what we lesetta Dickens
a stand on the issue until it came government."
CCCCCCCCCCCCCC
for completing
t t t
4
t
t 4
want to do with our lives. The her work in
typing so far in ad- having such an interesting second
your dreams. Mary Bolden has
various fields of endeavor were vance of the other
students; also edition of the Nlaroonette; Ernes- gotten
in "the know" because she
explored and talked about in de- Gloria Demire
•
for having a speed; tine Henderson, for having o u thas given Elbert Parrish t h e
tail and we had a choice of just of 61 words
a
per minute, Geraldine' standing work in Art and Sidney
"go." Loretta Murrell, what hapwhat we wanted to concentrate Bell, for proficie
ncy in the pro- Bowen, for being an industrious
A
pened to the friendship with Clifour full efforts upon.
nunciation of her words and for person
presiden
as
t
of
the
Sophoford
Dumas?
es
Some' of the consultants were: such good comman
Was Dorothy Mc—
d oi the "King's more classes.
too tough. "The big Surprise" is
Thomas W. Willis, field of busi- English:" Leneva
Bishop for her GOSSIP
"STOP'"1001S•••WRIT
that Felicia Blakely has chosen
ness: Richard Burns, civil serv- poise and dignity:
Are You Worried. CrosseC. need a jab,
•
Ernestine DaFloyd Peeples, your fenow class- , "Robbing the
In bad luck. Trouble wee ioreone. do
ice (firemen): Wendell Robinson, vis, for being one
Cradle" as her proof the debutantes mates want to know if Rosemar
You need help. ask Me about NumA
y lesion, namely Bobbie Boyd. Elcivil service (policemen): James to be presente
bers. I was trained by the late famous
d later in the Alexander is the girl of
seven Sisters of New Orleans. I Sucyour bert Yarbrough doesn't exist any4
Strickland. m edica 1 profession spring by the
Kappa Alpha Psi dreams, and if not she would like
ceed when Others fall Send Si for My
more since Emmitt Caldwell came
(laboratory technician, nursing. fraterinity: Valeria
(SPECIAL • LUCK - PIECE) It's Non4
Murrell. for very much to become the girl of
supernatural or Mystic sold as a curie
into Harrine Collier's life.
dentistr
y,
etc.)
Mrs. Mabel E.
only Money back Guarantee Bend a
Hudson,
education; Mrs. M. Jones,
Stamped Self•add
d envelope to:
Bro. Ivory. Box 5034 C. Nagel.
A
St.
home economist: Mrs. E. T. JohnLou,,, 15. Missouri
son. secretarial science and many
A
others.
•
ARE YOU WORRIED
In assembly Thursokay, the Rev.
ABOUT MONEY. HEALTH, WARP'NESS? John
Mickl e, -wis a dynamic
11/ you arc let rn• tell you what causes a
speaker. Rev. Mickle is minister
a
Bed what to do

„,„„,morrlsg

Mayor To Vacation In Europe

pi

GOP Leaders Still Feuding

Not Acceptable, Says NAACP

Baptists State Rumor Fires Racist Mob;
Seminary Day Force FamilyTo Quit Home

an To Extend

DOUGLASS HIGH SCHOOL NEWS

Drama

I

Stevenson Says
Estes 2- Faced
On Race Issue
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MAIL ORDER BARGAINS
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Light as scotch, rich as rye, satisfying as bourbon

about it. bend your
complete b,thdate •nd 52 00 in cash to
MRS. CLAu OE ELLIOTT.
1323 Hortens• St.. Dallas IS. Texas
MONEY
LOVE
COors LUCA AND
HAPPINESS CAN BE YOURS

PROPHET WARD
Has RsillIed many People get the thine%
they want In IOC Your o•obiems solo
Pd, your auestions •nceeeeed. you'
lucky n•mbers givPn Writg today:

PROPHET WARD

r.o

Box 751. Dept. 0. Augusta, Oa

Says Race Crisis Shakes
an
y
s
tw
in
in vemocracy
POPLAR TUNES
•

,1 NEW YORK, N. Y. — ''Sixteen created a reposito
ry of good-will colleges.
I million Americans can have their strong enough
to carry them
Edward A. Weeks, editor of the
faith in democracy challenged to through a crisis
of this dimension. Atlantic Monthly
magazine, was
the breaking point," Dr. SamDespite this, Dr. Proctor indi- another
speaker. Lindsley F. KimRECORDS FOR EVERYONE
; uel D. Proctor, commenting on the cated there was
hope, noting that ball, vice-president of the
I
Rockesocial stress that pervades t h e many students
306 Poplar at Lauderdale
in the South were feller Foundation, was
South.
chairman.
examini
ng
the
problem
in the light "In the clear view of our tugPhone JA 5-6 348
"Nations that are undecided on of American
history and govern- of-peace with Russia,"
their loyalty to East or West." ment,
said Weeks,
"America simply cannot afford to
— said Dr. Proctor, "can draw their
The meeting, held in the Wal- plough
under our bright prosown conclusions about the reality dorf-Astoria,
launched the 13th an- pects, white or
Negro, of college
of democracy from the events that nual campaig
n of the United Ne- age. We need
leaders and they
are now transpiring."
-- gro College Fund in support of
the must be educated."
DISCOURAGING
operating budgets of its 31 mem- Mr.
Chauncey L. Waddell, chairReferring to the resistance of ber colleges.
man of the New York Women's
goal of $2,000,000.
The Fund seeks to improve the Division
of the Fund, announced
He was speaking to more than educational opportunities for Ne- that
a total of $44,000 in advance
1,000 persons at the meeting open gro youth, more than 23.000
of gifts had been received toward
the
ing the United
Negro College whom , r‘• currently enrolled in its ,ereater New
York goarof $500,000.
Funds 1956 nationwide campaien
Dr. Proctor is president of •
ginid Union university, one of t
31 private colleges aided by th,
Fund, which this year has ;)
certain groups in the South to de
YOU CAN EARN FROM
segregation in education, he as
sorted that it was discouraeine
$100
to those who hart thought they had

Canadian Club hai
a distinctive flavor and
a character that is
all its own'
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SALESMEN WANTED

•
a

6 YEARS OLD

90.4 PROOF

41

44
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TO $125 PER WEEK

Zedval 446

44 _.9firms"

K ENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY,LOUISVILLE,
KENTUCKY.
86 PROOF. Also Available Bottled in Bond 100 Proof,

THIS 4 THE CI Utt YOU HAVE
LOOK.
ED 70111. WRITE A• b SEC One year's
membership 51.00.
If YOU like to be remembered oh
YOUT birthday and holiday 07 a ITOUP
of friendly people. loin our club.
OVER 8 TEARS OP SERVICE
Tree edueation for career seekers
'Ingle or married people who want
companionship or more friends: writ.
for Information to
TERRY'S
SOCIAL & LETTER CLUB. INC.
los 1451
Chicat• 100, III

CAR NEEDED
HOURS FROM 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

4
•

CONTACT MR. FINNE BY TELEPHONE AT

62-1385
IMMEDIATELY FOR MORE DETAILS

IMPORTED WHISKY

4.1
•

MADE BY HIRAM WALKER

IMPORTED IN 50111.1 PROM CANADA BY HIRAM WALKER IMPORTE
RS INL
DETROIT. MICHIGAN • BLENDED CANADIAN WHISKY
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Down Memory Lane

S

Do You Remember These?

"SOLID CITIZEN" SCHOLAR—That is the term which
seems most appropriate in this
'Memory Lane" reminder of
the 1927 graduating class at
LeMoyne college shown above.
All the class members were at
that time or soon afterward
'front rank citizens in the civic.

educational, social, and religious life of Memphis. They
were in the process of completing their formal academic
education when this picture
was snapped. They included
Memphians now living or
more or less recently deceased, such as Miss Jim Ella

17-Teens To Present
`Carnival Cuties'

Cotton, now principal of Klondyke school; Miss Idella Dean.
who retired as a teacher at
Hamilton High school and who
is now employed at the S. A.
Owen jr., college, the late
Mrs. M. E. Corpal, w b o
taught at Booker T. Washington High school, the late Prof.

R.L. Bailey, former principal
of Kortrecht school; Miss Hattie Baker, who taught at
Washington High; the late
Prof. R. L. Nevilies, once one
of the city's best-known principals, and many others. Who
do you recognize and c a n
name? (Hooks Photo)

girls there and one of them said
her own daughter almost got into
trouble for not joining up with a
udge To Make Decision ,
group of girls.

J
Later In Boys' Clashes

21nstructors A
L.eMoyne Get s

•

GRADE

CARS — TRUCKS
ALL MAKES — MODELS

AS LOW AS $50 DOWN

KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
67-8332 — Phone — 62-0243

meet
the
light as a
whisper'
flavor of
DARK EYES
vodka
80 OR 103 PROOF
KURA( sPilitS PROW Of U 7, A
DISIlitit MN 100
GUAR SPRINGS DIMING CO DIVISION if IAMB B BEAM 0,1IILING CO CaRMONT. FT.

Sat., April 14, 1956

C. JJeffers
D
e egate
Confab

awards to Miss Harry Mae
Simon, principal of Magnolia school, and Mrs. Addle
G. Owen, executive director
of the Vance Avenue YWCA.
Looking on from left are Mrs.
Bobbie Walker, Y-Teen advisor at Magnolia school, and
Miss Modena Thomas, presi-

dent of Magnolia's Y-T e e n
club. Memphis was tops
among Phyllis Wheatley YWbranches with an average
sale of 43 bags to cop a prize
of $1,00, Magnolia club posted
a top average sale of 128
to take a $50 prize, (Withers Photo)
4

OLIVES .
10'
NAPKINS,
10
'
NATIONAL
MUSTARD,
10
'
OOD STORES
/.,'L
CHERRIES,
10c
DOG FOOD,
10:
:711
CLOROX
nwrini
•tin
10'
4, •
SUPPER CLUB
10'
SOUP.
10' SIRVINO rou mama
PEAS,miss
10'
CASH?
PORK & BEANS,
10'
CITY FINANCE
BACON CRISP
10'
CHARMIN TISSUEIN COLORS.
10'
FACIAL TISSUE,
10'
GLADIOLA BISCUITS
10'
and remain in the south.
STO.TOMATOES. . .
10'
Desegregation STO. CUT BEANS .
.
10'
OK With Me
DIXIE BELLE
10'
Says Kefauver
BUSH'S
10'
PINEAPPLE JUICE, DOLE'S
10'
HUNT'S
10'
AMERICAN BEAUTY
. 10'
BUSH'S..
10'
OLEO, ALL SWEET
25'
SHORTENING, ARMIX
69cFROZEN FOODS,ORCHARD FRESH ORANGE JUICE
36 OZ. CANS 39'
of SO ogo
OHIO MATCHES, BOX WITH MRRAONDDUCitItiitTES
2 Cartons
Books Each Lai
FRYERS. . .. .
Per Lb.. .35c
Electrical Wiring
BOLOGNA
Piece per lb . .29e
Fresh sliced lb. . . 35'
CALL
FRED C. JONES
. 9,
NECK BOXES
153 N. CLEVELAND
PHONE BR 6-6041
CORN KING BACON
Over 30 Years
•• •
39'
OMAHA — (INS) — Presidential aspirant Estes Kefauver told
Nebraska Democrats last week in
Omaha that there will be no southern bolt from the party this year.
"You may have heard a lot of
loose talk about the South leaving
the Democratic party again," the
Tennessee senator said, "Don't
believe it — the South will be at
home this fall in the Democratic
party."
Kefauver conceded that the Supreme Couredecision on segregation in the public schools did raise
some "difficult problems" in the
South but declared that "20th century Southerners, of which I am
one, recognize the supremacy of
the Supreme Court decision."
He said he "sincerely believed" that the two races will get
together in the South to work out
their problems "in line with the
Supreme Court decision."

3

I WANT MORE INFO
1 Capt. Wilkinson and Judge McCain said they would like to have
more information on that after the
Juvenile Court Judge Elizabeth McCain Monday e‘e- hearing.
ning continued the case involving Negro and white youths Police said one of the Negro
youths probably kept trouble from
of the Hurt Village area after hearing from the boys. flaring
any greater than it did by
their parents, police who investigated the disturbance and squelching a talk of a march 1110
through Hurt Village. It was deschool and community leaders.
cided the Negro youths would do
"I cannot make a decision now,
better if they caught the whites
I'm going to have to have more
Clifton R.. Jeffers, president of
' in small groups or alone and aL
information." Judge McCain an- CUT CLASSES
Tennessee State university's Al.
The N.egro boys, sonic of whom tacked them.
nounced at the end of the hearing
Kappa Mu chapter, was delein which the Negro yoeths were admitted cutting classes and car- Some of the boys admitted tak- Pim
heard. The white boys had their rying knives to YMCA dances as ing part in both beatings of white gate to one of the discussants at
the national honorary scholastic
protection against other Negro youths.
say immsdiately before.
One of the white youths involv- society 's convention held, at, MorHowever Judge McCain sad she boys, said the first they heard
had "seen no evidence of hatred was that some "colored boys from ed had gone to Mississippi and guanS
eek ,tate college. Baltimore, last
or prejudice" in the attitades of Smokey City" had whistled at not returned by Monday. Another
either group of the boys. She some girls. They said they noticed was a visitor from Texas.
"The Role of the Scholar in Imwarned the boys that "we are not the white boys stopped coming
COMMENDS POLICE
proving Human Relations" was
going to have this thing of one over to play basketball with them
Principal L. B. Hobson. of Magroup going out fighting another." It Grant school.
nasas High school where many of topic of the panel discussion. FifTWO WHITES BEATEN
tLe boys attend, commended police teen states were represented.
NO PART IN FIGHT
Police started investigations of
Among
convention
speakers
The Negro boy who admitted on the fair manner in which the
trouble reports in the hurt Vil- cutting
classes to watch TV shows investigation was handled. Prof. were Dr. Ambrose Caliver of the
lage vicinity, an area where Powas turned over to his mother ilobson and Prof. Robert Morris, U. S Office of Education; Mrs.
lice Chief J. C. MacDonald says
after it was shown he took no part principal of -Grant school, have Ann Healgeman. assistant to New
relations between the races have in
called meetings at their school to York's mayor, and J. C. Evans,
the fights.
been "good for a long time." after
One of the two girls over whom discuss the situation.
civilian assistant to the secretary
complaints that two white boys the
argument is supposed to have
defense.
of
had been beaten by Negro youth.
begun, has been sent to reform
Jeffers, a candidate for the
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson. chief of school
in Tullahoma as result of Ambassador At Morgan
bachelor's degree in political scithe homicide bureau, and Lts. A.
previous complaints.
BALTIMORE, Md. — Ambassa- ence in May recently earned tho
E. Carlisle and E. C. Swann testiTwo white mothers who spoke dor Mauclair Sephrin of Haiti will rank of major in the university
's
fied on police findings in the two
said they thought the Hurt Village deliver the principal address
at AFROTC detachment. He is the
hearings.
A
situation would be helped if more a symposium on arts at Morgan son of Mrs. Clara
Jeffers, Roxfar as could be determined attention
was given some of the State college, May 9, it was of-' boro, N. C.
the trouble began when some Negro youths reportedly used abusive
language at some white boys in
the presence of two white girls
and the report went out among
other schools that the colored
boys had whistled at the girls,
NO SERIOUS INJURIES
In the ensuing clashes between
the boys, bottles, bricks, sticks,
knives. and fists were either used
or made ready for battle if it
came to that. Chipped teeth and
bruises seemed to be the extent
of the hurts suffered.
While Judge McCain postponed
a decision in the case she said
she felt that "this is a thing
which can be settled with the cooperation of the boys and their
parents."

The ways and inean.s commit!tee directed the planning for a
tea to be given at the Lelia Walker Club House on Sunday, April
Club news social stk Grady a. 22. The group
is hoping that all
The Ebony Social club held its of their friends
will be present on
regular meeting last week with this occasion.
Friday, April 27, at 8 p. m., adviser; Grant school, M r
Mrs.
Jannie
Hunt as hostess. A
s. SiMrs. J. L. Campbell made a
the members of Y-Teen Clubs all las Washington, adviser; Hyde lively meeting was held with
wonderful talk and introduce
over the city will again present a Park, Mrs. E. R. Cash, adviser; much business of importance on guests of the afternoon d the
who
delightful evening of entertain- Melrose Senior, Mrs. Houston Col- the agenda.
were Mesdames E. Douglas, L.
ment. Booker T. Washington high lier, adviser; Klondike, Miss EmelA very successful report was self. Mrs. A. L. Higgins
is presischool auditorium is the place dia Steverson, adviser; Alonzo heard from the St. Patrick Tea dent, Mrs. B. Harris,
secretary
,
Locke,
Mrs.
Christine
Corpal, ad- which was held at I he home of and
where this awaited event will take
Mrs. V. Stroud, reporter,
viser; (7arnes. Mrs. Mollie John- of Mrs. Irvin, of 824 Olympic st.
place.
son, adviser: Hamilton Senior Hig The club members wish to thank
, This year's theme "Carnival
Cuties" should give you a good Miss 'Cornelia Sanders, adviser: Mrs. Irvin for her generous hos- 1
t NO GANG WARFARE
Florida, Mrs. Joseph Westbrook, pitality.
idea as to what will be going on.
Capt. Wilkinson and the other of
A !leaven and Hell entertain
Girls will do everything from cho- adviser. and Leath School, Miss
ficers
said their investigations did
Lucile Hawthorne, advisor.
ment
will be sponsored by Mrs.
ral singing and the tango, to balnot show the outbreak. to be a
Other schools will be listed at Nancy Nelson at 1029 Alaska st.
let and acrobatics. Why, (just in
gang-fare thing,
on Saturday, April 14. All memCite anyone's interested), there'll a later date.
The white boys, most of whom
bers
are
urged by the president FeilOWShiPS
The dances and choral numbers
even be teens attired in honestfrequented Della's Sundry, said
to
present
be
early
for
a
brief
-goodness
each
school
too
bathing suits!
is to perform will be
meeting before the entertainment.
Clifton H. Johnson and Reginald all the trouble y,sew out of the
T h e proceeds from this af- listed also, so keep your eyes peel- They
rumor. They said
are
inviting
all of their A. Morris both instructors at Le- badaalk-talk
fair will go to provide funds for ed for more "Carnival Cuties" friends.
they chased the Negro boys from
CHIP SALES WINNERS —
Moyne
college,
has
received
felsending girls to Conferences and news. There'll certainly be somea corner across from the Villa'
Teens of the Memphis branch
lowships
from
the
Southern FelMembers are wishing a speedy
for developing program for Y- thing listed especially for you!
one night and one said he was in
YWCA and Magnolia school
lowships
Associatio
n
recovery
to
do
for
advancMrs.
Odessa
Wilremember
And
, YWCA staffers
Teens throughout the year. So bea car which was struck by a tosswalked off with top honors in
liams who is recuperating, and ed gradtlate study.
sides having a wonderful even- advise, when we say CUTIES—we
ed chair riding down a Negro secthe annual Ir.Teen Chip Sale
Mrs. Viola Woody who recently
Mr. Johnson, associate profesing of entertainment, you contri- do mean C-U-T-I-E-S!
tion of Concord st. Some of the
campaign sponsored by t h e
gave birth to a baby daughter. sor of history, received a $1500
bute to the welfare of deserving
boys said they had been asked to Gordon Foods, Inc., George
Mrs. Gladys Rankins is president, grant which will aid him in travelyoung ladies who are your future
stay out of the sundry unless they
Williamson, branch manager.
ing to complete work on his disWashington—The franking privi- Mrs. Rosa M. Bobo, reoporter.
leaders,
were going to buy something
er of Gordon Foods, presents
sertation.
His
dissertati
on topic
lege, the right of sending mail The Socialite Social club was
entertained last week by Mrs. is the "History of the American
PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS
free of charge, was first granted Plummer and
members had an Missionary Association from 1846
Among the schools participating
are: Douglas Senior High Miss by the U. S. government to all enjoyable time. A delicious turkey to 1865."
Theresa Little, advisor; Porter American soldiers serving during dinner was served and a number He received the B. S. degree
of guests were present. Mrs. Rag- from the University of North CaJunior High, Miss Yvonne Exum, the War of the Revolution.
CHARMIN •
land of 933 Claybrook will be the rolina, the M. S. degree at the
next hostess. Mrs. Mary Dell Gil- University of Chicago, and is doliam, president, Mrs. Charlene ing work on the Ph. D degree at
KRAFT ...
Gould, secretary, and Miss Mat- the University of North Carolina,
tie Coleman, reporter.
TO GUADALAJARA
•• •
ORCHARD MARASCHINO
Mr. Morris, assistant professor
The Annie L. Brown Health club
of art, received the M. S. degree
met on Wednesday, March 24 at in Art Education
and the B.
JET
the residence of Mrs. S. Cathures degree from the Pennsylva F. A.
nia Uniat 1283 S. Parkway E. In keep- versity and Academy of F
i ne
ing with the Easter tradition, the Arts, the
B. S. degree in Educahostess served a delicious ham tion
at Tuskegee Institute and has
plate with Easter decorations done additional work
at the Chimaking the service very attrac- cago Art Institute, American
Art
tive.
School, New York City Art Student League, and the University
of Brisbane, in Brisbane, Australia. The grant-in-aid ot $300 is to
CAN YOU USE
assist him at the University of
WISCONSIN
Guadalajara in Mexico City in reMORE
search and advanced study during the Summer of 1956.
VAN CAMP
The Southern Fellowships Association was established by the
Graduate Schools in the South to
GROUND FLOOR
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 9 P.M.
aid and encourage work in the
STER1CK BUILDING
Southern universities. In 1954, the
"WHERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
association received a $3 million
GET PRETERENTIAl
grant from the 'Ford Foundation
SERVICE'
to be distributed in graduate felNORTHERN 200'S
lowships over a ten year period.
The purpose of the fund is to encourage teachers in Southern colleges to complete graduate work
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The Pulpit Speaks
By REV. C. THOMAS PAIGE
sIIIIIIII11111111111111111114010111111111111111t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Do you ever go for a walk? for one another and he ended his
Everyone should go for a walk story by saying many times people
sometimes. Sometimes we should feel as they do toward one anothtake time out from our busy rou- er because they have never worn
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Sunday school commences at tines and go for a walk. Walking another man's moccaains. When
Pastor Honor Day will be ob- 9:15 a.m. Dr. F. L. Stephen is can be a most rewarding thing. we wear someone's moccasins we
served at the Bethlehem Baptist the superintendent. At 11 a.m., the Many times we learn things we feel the pinch that he has been
church, Sunday. Trinity, Baptist morning worship will be held. A never dreamed were true. Many feeling for a long time. We feel
church will join the congregation sermon will be delivered by the times we come face to face with the discomforts that have been
the things we have taken for grant- brought about by having turned ovin its observation at 3 p.m, Trin- pastor, Rev. 0. C. Criven.
er heels and the like. But many
ity's pastor, Rev. J. B. Jones,
Rev. Joseph Wilson. jr., will be ed for a long time.
will deliver the message. Its choir in charge of the Baptist Training
For a long time I had access of us have been blessed with many
and ushers will serve. Mrs. Pearl Union at 6:30 p.m. Regular serv- to an automobile. I rode and rode blessings and we have moved ourGardner is general chairman of ice will be held at 8 p.m.
all the time. I never came in selves from the reality or realities
contact
with too many people, only of life. Yes, %ye should all go for
the Day.
CENTENARY METHODIST
Sunday school begins at 9:30
The pastor of Centenary Metho- that few I would pick up now and a walk sometimes and as we walk
a.m., under the supervision of B. dist church, Rey. D. M. Grisham, then going my way. But one day along the oft-trod paths we will
H. Holman. The morning worship is delivering a series of sermons the old buggy broke down and for be able to realize that we are very
will be held at 12 a.m. Rev. J. R. on the subject, "Jesus At Pray- sometime now I have been without much blessed. Many of us as we
It. As a means of getting from live day in and day out are never
Bibbs the pastor, will officiate.
er." He will speak on this topic,
The Baptist Training Union is Sunday, during the morning wor- place to place I have had to re- mindful of the blessings we enjoy
sort to going by bus or the "ankle but as we get out on the highways
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. James ship at 11 a.m.
express'' (walking to you.)
Of life and :see people who are
Peopies is the director. There will
A musical and literary program
Whereas
to
the
make it to a given destination,
"ankle
express"
sermon
at
9
p.m.
be a
is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. The
The public is invited to attend young adults are sponsoring it. was most demanding on my physi- if the spirit of the Lord dwells
cal strength it did much to quicken within us at all it should make
all services at the Bethlehem Bap- Mrs. Sarah Hart will be in charge.
my mental and moral fiber. My us at least want to get down and
tist church.
Supervising the Sunday school concerns were not bumping anoth- do something for the less fortunate
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
at 9:30 a.m., will be William H. er car or wandering who was go- along the way.
It will be a day of regular wor- Hunt.
But what are we doing as we
ing to cut in front of me without
ship for the membership of Colum- MT. MORIAII BAPTIST
signaling, But now my concerns roll along the highways in our fine
bus Baptist church, Sunday. P.
Mt. Moriah's revival culminated were centered on people.
cars? Just this, many of us are
Bumpus will open service with last Wednesday. Baptising will be
losing the concern we should have
MULTITUDE
SAW
S
conduction of Sunday school at held in June.
Many times as I have walked for those who are not as fortunate
9:30 a.m. A sermon by the pastor,
The men of the church are busi- about the streets I have thought as ourselves. Many of us have
Rev. A. E. Campbell, will be heard ly preparing for their Men's Day
of that portion of scriptures which closed our ears to the mourns and
at 11:30 a.m.
celebration on April 29. Rehear- reads in part, -And seeing the groans that cry out along the highMrs. L. M. Ewelles will direct sals are being held each Monday
multitudes He went unto a moun- ways, and many of us find ourthe Baptist Training Union at right. Harvey Smith is the chairtain and when He was set He selves wrapped up in a growing
6:30 p.m. At 8 p.m., the pastor man.
opened His mouth saving, Blessed indifference that carries with it
will preside.
Sunday's agenda at the house of are , .
As one walks about only the seeds that will make for
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
reverence is regular. P. H. Nel- the streets of any town he looks the retardation of the kingdom of
The Cora Winchester Missionary son will conduct the Sunday school into faces that are meek, faces ' God being realized here on earth.
A few evenings ago I heard a
Circle is giving a tea at the home at 9:30 a.m. At 11 a.m. the pas- that are merciful, faces that are
of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Saniser of tor, Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, will persecuted, and faces that are choir sing "1 Walked Today Where
1587 Kansas, Sunday at 4 p.m. officiat
set on making peace. No intelli- Jesus Walkede" Does it not apMrs. Beulah Saniser is the leader.
Baptist Training Union begins at gent person could look into all of per to you today that sometime
we should get out and walk as
Miss Anna Jean Goodloe will 6 p.m. Mrs. R. W. Norsworthy these faces without getting a new
Jesus
walked, hear the things that
sense
duty.
of
All
of
these people
conduct the Sunday school at 9:30 will direct it. Evening service
who have had the misfortune of He heard, and be moved by the
a.m. An inspiring address by the will be held at 7:30.
things that moved Him. It is only
pastor, Rev. L. A. Storey, will
Mrs. Maedella Smith is t h el not enjoying life at its fullest when
we walk along life's highshould
be
challenge
a
to
all of us.
enlighten the morning service at church reporter.
I walked down the street 3 few way and allow life to become an
21 a.m.
ST. JAMES AME
integral part of us that we will
Christian Youth Fellowship corn- 1 The Nelson For Bishop club days ago 'and an aged man walk- be in a position
to be used by God.
ed
up
to
Me
and
told me a long
mences at 6 p.m. Fred Garner will is sponsoring a musical and literYes, we should all go for a walk
be in charge. Evening service will ary tea. Sunday, at Currie's Club. story. One time he was a young sometimes. Some of us
should walk
man, he dreamed like all normal
be held at 7:30.
Tropicana from 4 p.m., to 7 p.m.
early in the morning while the dew
• Mrs. Geraldine Sims is t h e J. W. Clarke is chairman of the young men. But along the way is still on the roses, some
of us
he was deterred by his temptachurch reporter.
club. Mrs. Naomi Gochett a n d tion on that and his dreams nev- should walk at noonday when some
BT. JUDE BAPTIST
Mrs. Ercelle Williams will be in er amounted to more than empty poor saint is trying to make it in
Furnishing the music for the 11 charge.
dreams. He kept putting off and the heat of the noon-day sun, some
a.m., worship at the St. Jude BapWilliam Jackson will donduct putting off until now with ebb- of us should walk in the evening
tist church Sunday, will be the the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. ing of the last fragment of strength when some poor soul has come to
male chorus. Rey, W. If. Mosby, The pastor, Rev. H. McDonald and impaired vision and hearing the place to realize that maybe
the pastor, will speak.
Nelson, will preside at 11 a.m. he suddently comes to the realize-, this is the last sunset for me.
Sunday school convenes at 9:13 The. ACE League will be held at lion that he has messed up the Wheree'er we walk, whene'er we
am. William H. Davis is the sup- 6 p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson is the only life he will ever have, Then walk we will find that walking
erintendent.
directress. Devotion and a sermon I have talked with individuals who will carry for us a message that
for one reason or another have can be revealed only when we
At 6:30 p m., the Baptist will be held at 7:A p.m.
Training Union will be held. Mrs.
Mrs. Thelma McKissic is thel become dismayed with life. Peo- walk along the many paths of
ple who feel that now life has life.
Easter Charles will direct it. A church reporter.
nothing at all to offer them. It
sermon will be heard at 8 p.m. NEW HOPE BAPTIST
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
A fashion revue under the aus- is no wonder that Jesus as lie
The Progressive Baptist church pices of the senior choir of New looked into the faces of this grest
will he guest of New Shiloh Bap- Hope Baptist church will be held multitude cried out Blessed are
tist church, Sunday. at 3 p.m. Pro- this Friday at the church. It will the poor in spirit, blessed are the
gressive's pastor, Rev. 0. C. Col- start at 8 p.m. Some of the city's merciful, blessed are they that
lins, will deliver the installation best models will participate. The mourn. He saw on their faces the
address. Rev. Amos Terrell is the No. 1 choir of Little Rock Bap- ear-marks of heartaches, broken
dreams, disillusionments and the
host pastor.
tist church will be guest. The pubErnest Montgomery, son of
like. It was at this point that He
A. J. Terry conducts the Sun- lic Is invited.
Mrs. Bethana Montgomery, of 279
felt a new sense of obligation.
day school at 9 a.m. During the
Sunday at New Hope Baptist
A. Person ave., was appointed
One who walks the streets or
morning worship at 11 am Rev. , church, Miss Maggie Jones is I who
platoon leader of his recruit comcomes in close contact with
pany at the Great Lakes Naval
Collins will deliver a sermon.
sponsoring a musical at 3 P.m. people day
in and day out soon
Training Center.
Baptist Training Union will be Some of the participants are A. learn to
realize that life in its
As a recruit petty officer he
held at 6 p.m. The youth will be C. Wares, Miss Eva Partie and deepest purpose
is nothing more
In charge of the evening service Wilson Brothers.
than an obligation or a duty. wore a miniature rating insignia as a badge of authority the
at 8 p.m,
Sam Marshall will conduct the Yet I fear that many
of us so last nine
NEW TYLER AME
weeks of "Boot Camp".
Sunday school at 9:30 am. The isolate ourselves that
we are nevHe was chosen for the position
Two thought - provoking addres- pastor, Rev. Joe Allen, will de- er in contact with life when
it can of recognition
of leadership qualses will highlight worship at the liver sermons at 11 a.m., and 7 mean most to us, As
we ride
New Tyler AME church Sunday. p.m.
around in our cars, as we find ities displayed while undergoing
Rev. H. W. Henning the pastor.
Mrs. 0. C. MeGary is the church ourselves living at a distance with recruit training. He was ta gradwill deliver the messages at 11 reporter.
our fellowman we are not in a po- uate April 7,
a.m., and 7:30 p.m. The senior FIRST BAPTIST CHELSEA
sition to appreciate his life and
Founder's Day Speaker
choir will render the music,
Revival service is being held at! what it means to him.
Mrs. Alma Boeen and Prof. Is- the First Baptist Chelsea church. FEEL THE PINCH
MARSHALL, Texas — Dr. Osiah Goodrich jr., will conduct the The Rev. S. C. Long of Jackson, Sometime ago I heard a min- car A. Fuller, professor of music
ister relate this incident supposed- and head of the department
Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
Tenn., is officiating.
of
The ACE League starts at 5:30
Marva Cotton will be in charge ly told by an old Indian. He told music at Lincoln university Jefp m. Miss Jacqueline Flowers is of the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m. about the sympathies people should ferson City, Mo., will be Founders
the directress.
A sermon by the pastor, Rev. have for other people, He related Day speaker for Bishop college on
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Van J. Malone will be heard dur- the lack of cOncerns people have Sunday April 15,
The male chorus of St. Stephen ing the morning worship at 11
Baptist church will present music for all services held there SunMiss Janet Lewis is the church
day.
rector.

As is customary, the Festival State area will participate in art
The annual Spring Festival of
Le Moyne college will be present- will combine activities represent- interpretative reading contest on
ed on the College campus from ing the several departments of the April 26 and a vocal contest on
college plus social and recreational April 27. Winners in both of these
April 16 through April 27.
events. All events schedule dur- events will be awarded scholaring two weeks, except a masquer- I ships to Le Moyne.
Physical education classes will
ade ball and the Spring formal
dance, are open to the public. 'present exercises and drills, and
Among the highlights of the pro- conduct a general field day program on the athletic field on the
gram are the following:
afternoon of April 26.
WEEK HIGHLIGHTS
A three-act comedy, presented DAILY EXHIBITS
Exhibits from the art, educaby LeMoyne Drama Group under
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — High the direction of Miss Elsie Van tion and natural sciences departschools in 10 cities in the state Ness, is scheduled for 8:30
ments will be open each school
p.
have been selected by Prairie View on April 16, in C. Arthur Bruce day during the Festival from
9
A and M college as centers for giv- hall.
a. m. to 4 p. m. Other events
ing the Pre-Nursing Examinations
The Le Moyne Dance club, un- scheduled included four one-act
during April and May.
der the direction of Mrs. Lois Fort- plays presented by the drama
The cities, dates of examination, son, will present an interpreta- department, two feature-lengt
h
schools and time at which the ex- tive dance program in Bruce foreign art films, student
forums
ams will be given are as follows: Hall at 8:30 p. m., on April 19. on current affairs, show by the
San Antonio, April 23, Wheatley Guest artists on this program will chemistry and physics departHigh school, 8:30 a. m.; Tyler, be Willie Kelly and John Wright, ments, and variety shows
presentApril 24, Emmett Scott High, 8:50 both of Memphis.
ed by the faculty and students.
a. m.; Galveston, April 27, Cen- The concert choir
A complete schedule of the Fesof Grambling
tral, 8:50 a. m.; Austin, May 1, college will be presented in a re- tival program
may be obtained
Anderson high, 8:30 a. m.; Hous- cital on April 24. This also will at Le Moyne college.
There will
ton, May 8, Wheatley, 8 a. m.; Ft. be in Bruce Hall at 8:30 p. m. be
no admission charge for any of
Worth, May 10, I. M. Terrell, 8:50
High school seniors from the Tri- the events.
a. m.; Dallas, May 11, B. T. Washington, 8:50 a. m.; Beaumont, Port
Arthur, May 24, Lincoln High, 8:50
a. m.
According to Registrar L. C.
McMillan, the 75 applicants who
make the highest scores in the examination, have the best high
school records and show the best
aptitude and ability will be selected to enter the freshmen nursing
class in either the three of four
The Morehouse College Glee a graduate of the Booker Washingyear program.
club, of Atlanta, will appear at ton High School here and receivthe Metropolitan Baptist church, ed his B. A. degree at Morehouse.
Honor Roll
Walker at McDowell, on Friday. He holds the masters degree in
PETERSBURG,
Va. — One April 20, at 8:30 p. m.
music and music education from
hundred-sixty - eight
Virginia
This popular group, which tours Columbia University, New York
State college students made, the the country annually and charms
Included in the personel of the
honor roll for the first semester thousands of music lovers with Glee Club is another
Memphian,
of the current school year, Miss their singing, is being presented Gene Washburn, a recent
graduate
J. Louis Barrett, registrar at the by the Rebecca Club in a return of Booker T. Washington
High
college, announced.
engagement because of the great school,
demand since its appearance here
Persons interested in patrons
Merced, Calif.—Ribbon falls in two years ago.
privileges may contact any memYosemite national park has a drop
Memphians will be interested to ber of the Rebecca club.
of 1.612 feet and is said to be the know that the conductor of this
Mrs. Thelma Whalum is presihighest single falls to be found talented group is Memphis' own dent of the club; Rev.
S. A. Owany place in the world.
Wendell Whalum. Mr. Whalum is en is pastor of the church.

10 Pre-Nurse
Units Selected

•

MRS. J. if. JACKSON, wife
of Dr. J. IL Jackson, president of the National Baptist
Convention, will be guest
speaker at the annual Women's Day at Salem Gilfield
Baptist church Sunday, April
15 and will be heard at 3:15
and 7. Mrs. Jackson wishes
every ministers wife to be
present. Mrs. Jackson will be
interviewed on WDIA 7 p.m.
April 14 and 10 a.m. April 13.
A reception in her honor will
be Saturday night at the home
of Miss Lizzie B r o w.n of
1363 Adelaide, from 8 p.m., til.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pastor; Mrs. Brown, general
chairman: Mrs. Vivian Washington, publicity chairman.

Morehouse Glee Club
Sings Here April 20

168 Make

Yes Madame,
There are so many ways to
pep up a meal. Jack Sprat
flour and meal are the right
ones to da just that.
You will find the change of
the type bread will make a
whole meal taste different.
7reole eggs don't taste t h e
lame with corn pones as with
dseese biscuit. Try corn
:ones with greens instead of
sarn muffins.
JACK SPRAT CORN PONES
I
.2 cup Jack Sprat Corn Meal,
I cup milk,
teaspoon salt,
teaspoon butter, I egg, 1
teaspoon baking powder.
Scald milk, add Jack Sprat
corn meal and salt a n d stir
until thick. Add butter a n d
let stand until cool. Beat eggs
and add baking powder. Bake
in buttered cake pan at 350
degrees F, 25. 50, 30 minutes.
PAPRIKA CHEESE
BISCUITS
"I cup Jack Sprat Enriched
flour, 1-3 cup shortening, 1-4
cup short sharpe cheese Pa.
prika.
Work shortening until very
soft, then add sharpe cheese

FREE GIFTS
With Quality Stamps
At Bomah Center
2.16 So. Cleveland St.
Memphis

h

Montgomery
Led Platoon

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT

CAN BUY WITH

Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

nekeoffifilims

36 Tableh ZS<

49t

continuing to work until very
soft. Then add Jack Sprat enriched flour, mix thoroughly
with spatula and drop from tip
of teaspoon on greased cookie
shset in the size and shape of
macroons. Sprinkle with paprika, bake 10 minutes at 460
degrees F Paprika cheese biscuits are delicious with congealed salmon sale d, fruit
ialads and vegetable dishes.
Bye for now, Jana Porter

IN-Sweet is liquid
saccharin, so cancan- hated 3 drops sweeten
a cup of coffee. Can.
visnient shaker cap dispenses on. drop at a time.
4 oz. bottle equivalent to
384 teaspoons of sugar!

FOR MST RELIEF Of

100 Tablets

JANA C. PORTER

New Liquid Is Sweeter Than Sugar

• Headache • Muscular Aches, Pains
• Cold's Palo • Cold's Fevertshness
No aspirin action faster! More
people rely on St. Joseph
Aspirin's single medical ingredient than any other internal medication! Get it now.

•

6

PLOY4114 1,11104WCT

IN-Sweet

4 oz. Bottle

49t

ON BIG STAR RADIO SHOW

'53 thru '56 MODELS
PROM YOUR

WILL STATION ADVERTISER

50,000
WATTS
1070
‘qP DIAL

Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
MEMPHIS

2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557

"HESE TALENTED performers starred in big time fashion on the Creighton, WillJetta Davis and
Edna Bell Barnes. Second row left
lir over 511,0040 watt WDIA on the listeriable Big Star talent show, to
pgThht.eA
anr/Rai
rnet ney,
ar
Rose M. Benson and Mrs. Cathryn
th
Tap.
a weekly presentation by Big Star Food Stores to Memphis a n d
Big Star chow
w is broadcast e a c h Saturday morning
at
Os, Mid -South on which boy; and girls up to 15 years of age are 11.30 over radio station WDIA. If you
would like the opportunity to
given the opportunity to express their talents. Left to right first appear on a future show,
just contact the station and ask for an
row: Dianne Sims, Ernestine Jones. Barbara Tappan, Alberta audition try out on
Bill Star show.

•

HEADS NEW SERVICE

,

Forrest City and Madison Briefs

TR I -STATE
Sat., April 14, 1956

; Dr. Clark Appointed
To Scholarship Board

By RU BYE F. TURNER

•

Home for the Easter Holidays She was stricken in her class room
coin A. M. and N. college. Pine at Christ Church Episcopal school.
Bluff, were Vhaness Whitaker, Her many friends are wishing her
Bobby Stewart, J. C. Starks. Wil- a speedy recovery.
la Pat Choyce, Arleatha Bohan- SEMPER FIDELIS OFFICERS
non, Verna Mayfield, Ann LewelThe Installation Ceremony for
len and Evelyn Baker while Brook- the 1956 officers of the Semper
sine Battles visited in Houston, Fidelis Club will be held Friday,
Tex.
April 13, in the...home economics
From Philander Smith college cottage of Lincoln High school. Ofof Little Rock were Willie C. ficers to be installed are Mrs.
Guest, Charlie Hall and Tommy Robert Smith. president; Mrs. A
Sisk, and from Rust college, Hol- V. Turner, vice president; Miss
ly Springs, Miss., were the Ed. Johnny Tyson, secretary: Mrs.
naonds sisters, Nellye and Apolis. I Clyde Moore, assistant secretary;
Birthday bouquets are tossed Miss Charlene Warren, correAppotntment of J. E. (Ernie)
Delaney, as promotional Engineer, this week to Mesdpiaes E. G. Cobb sponding secretary: Mrs. W. L.
to head its newly created Engi- L. J. Clark, Tolise Purifoy and Simmons, financial secretary: Mrs
neering Service Department has
R. C. Williams, treasurer; Mrs.
been announced by Edward F. Miss Hazel Hunt.
PARTY TIME — Little GwenHayes, of the Morris at. adLois Curry, Boston Webb, Lois
The month of April has Will Bond, chaplain. Mrs. J. E.
Clemens, president of the Canneldolyn Willis, of 1597 Morris
dress. A tasty menu was preNod, Mickey Stokes, Robbie
ton Sewer Pipe Co., Cannelton. been designated as Evangelistical Burke, sr.. parliamentarian and
st., was recipient of a lovely
pared for t h e narts- by irs.
Williams, Norma Jean Stokes,
Ind.
Month by Rev. F. M. McClendon. Miss Lucille McCall, statistician.
birthday party given her by
In his capacity as promotional pastor of the First Baptist
Mamie Shaw, at 372 MahanPete Johnson. Derrick Wilchurch.
Husbands
of
the
members of the
engineer. Delaney will serve con-.
,er mother, Mrs. Earline
nah st. Others participating
liams, Larry W e b b, Sharon
suiting engineers, city engineers To climax those services, the Rev. club, the Eureka Club members
Williams.
of New York City.
were Mrs. Elizabeth Hayes
Neal Willis Webb .jr.. Elroy
and Government engineers, by C. W. Alexander, pastor of First and their husbands are the invitPreparations were made b y
Miller and Juvean Ware. (Mcand her mother, Mrs. Ethel
keeping them abreast of latest Baptist church. Wynne, Ark., will ed guests. Misses Charlene
Wardevelopments in -plastic and vitriher
aunt, Miss Elizabeth
Hayes. Guests included Annie
Christon Photo)
speak
and
the
ren
on
fifth
Sunday.
Johnny
Tyson
and
Mrs.
fied clay pipe as well as improved
Luke
St.
Clyde
A.
church,
M..
Moore
Madi
will
hostessbe
methods of jointing.
the
Delaney's appointment, an in- son, had as its speaker at 11, es.
novation in the industry, makes o'clock service, Sunday, April 8,
STEWART PTA
available a professional engineerThe Stewart Elementary School
ing service to Indiana, Illinois, the Rev. C. Calvin Aiken, the preKentusky, and Tennessee, and siding elder. The Rev. A. M. PTA is sponsoring a series of
Southeast Missouri and Northeast Washington is the pastor.
monthly discussions on Increasing
Arkansas. He will maintain headSchool Attendance. The discussions
quarters at the company's Cannel- SPELLING BEE
ton offices. Delaney was formerly
Low Sunday was celebrated Ap- features the attitude and thinking
city engineer for the citY of Frank- ril 8 at Christ Episcopal church of the ministers, teachers, citizens
The Women of Mississippi Boul- gins.
fort. Ky,
with a traditional Easter Program and students. Mrs. Tolise Purifoy evard Christian church
are sponThe matron of honor will be
and the singathering" of the Mite is the president.
soring a series of interesting ac- Mrs. Thelma Davidson, with Mrs.
Publication; Conference
Boxes containing the Lenten Of. I Beth Salem Baptist church cele- tivities in behalf
of their Annual Elizabeth Rowan as best man
brated the 26th Anniversary of its
DURHAM. N. C. — High school fereing of the children.
Drive during the month of April. Bridesmaids will be Mesdames
The Owen college student body
students from throughout the state
The First Annual Spelling Bee pastor, the Rev. G, W. Pitts, Sun- General chairman of the event
is Juanita Cole, Maude Bright, Es- feted its great basketball team to
are invited to a Publications Con- was held Thursday, April 5, at day, April 8. The Rev. I. L. Pitts, Mrs. H. A.
Gillian) with Mrs. Lee telle Dumas, Mettle Crosley, Er- a banquet Friday evening, April 6.
ference at North Carolina college Evans Grove Elementary school. brother of the honoree, delivered ! Eleanor
Reed as co-chairman.
ness Westley, Althea Price and More than a hundred people filled
on April 20.
Overtis L. Wilson, principal. Re. the Anniversary Sermon. Appearthe Roger-Williains !tall recreation
On Sunday, April 8 there was Miss Marie Taylor.
ing
also
on
the program were '
sults will be announced in the
room,
to pay tribute to the HornInternation
Groomsmen
an
al
Mesdames
Social
he
will
was
which
Miss Maxine Kennedy. A. V. Turnnext issue.
held in the Educational Build- Nellie Humes, Olivia Lewis, Ruth ets and their successful season.
er.
Miss
Frances
Jones,
Mrs. Ro- ing.
The U. B. I. Club of Madison
J. W. Westbrook, Melrose High
Five countries were as Collins, Corrine Whittaker. Ann
sponsors its annual Oratorical berta Brooks, Mrs. Doyle Wade follows:
school football mentor. was feaStribling,
Choong
Susie
PM,
Korea;
Soo
Hightower
and
Contest Thursday, April 12 at and the Rev. 0, D. Washington, Frederick Wang,
tured speaker.
Formosa; Paul Cleo Phillips.
Light Baptist
Schools throughout the county gen- pastor of New
Rodiguez. Columbia, South AmeriCoach Westbrook pointed out that
A
musical
spring
will
held
be
Church.
erally participate.
ca; Dr. Benson Udoh. Liberia, So. on Sunday, April 15 at 5 pan. "a good athlete does not have to
S-Sgt. William Thomas, former.
Africa; and Dr. !Route Cheng. featuring outstanding talent. The , es) around blowing off that he is
ly of Fairchild Airforce B a s e.
China.
Navy Choir will also be featured a man. He proves he is a man
Spokane, Wash., was discharged
as he puts forth his very best on
On Friday April 13 at 8 p.m. at this affair.
Jan. 27, He re-enlisted and left
the gridiron or the basketball
there will be a delightful "Man
The
Women's
Annual
Day
proApril 4, after an Easter visit
less Wedding." The bride will be gram on Sunday, April 22 at It court."
with his mother, Mrs. Doyle She:•
Ile also pointed out how parMrs. Callie Stevens. the groom, a.m. morning services will culrill, for Fort Polk, La.. where he
ticipating in sports teaches a lesMrs. Ray Brayon. Mrs. Georgia minate the month's activities.
I
will be statianed with the First Ar:'
Dancy will be the, preacher and
The Women of Mississippi Boul- son in "moderation, restraint and
my Division.
Mrs. A. T. Martin will give the evard Christian church are looking fair play." The speaker commendMrs. Hensie Roberts of Madi
bride
away, as father. Flower forward to the presence of tlw ed the team and its first-year
Manassas High school is readyson is confined in a local hospital.
ing plans for another annual show girls will be Mrs. Bessie Clay- public at these several affairs. coach. Paul Collins. Coach Colat Ellis auditorium Friday night , brook and Mrs. Betty Young; the They have planned them for your lins had previously introduced the
Most powerful drawing piece
speaker.
May 4, the title of which is "Show ring hearer, Mrs. Annie L. Hig- enjoyment and pleasure.
in the world. Brings amazing reFACULTY INTRODUCED
sults to those, who ore unlucky,
W. A. Adkins, a local insurance
AN usual, the show promises hicrossed by evil forces, unhappy
executive and night student at the
larious laughter, dancing, songs
college, served as toastmaster. He
in home and love, and need
and a theme of wholesome comwas introduced by Rev. Thomas
money. You will be a winner in
edy.
C. Smith.
Many hours of hard work are
your undertaking with this bad
The room was beautifully decorbeing given towards the developcondition changing piece in your
ated and the food delicious. The
ment of precision performance unpocket.
By MABEL B. CROOKS
versits , a native Nashvillian and menu consisted of fried chicken,
der the direction of the annual
Send birth date for your luc.
NASHVILLE — Alpha Phi Al- former Tennessee State dean who whole
show
committee
parsley potatoes, buttered
which
includes
fry number with bag. No super-, It's easy to get rid of
Mrs. 0. J. Hodge and Noble H. pha's 1955 achievement award helped establish undergraduate Al- peas and carrots, relishes, ho t
dirty,
itchy
head
%NO
and
natural claims made. Sold as a
Owens, jr. publicity; R. Banks and winning undergraduate chapter, pha chapters at Fisk and Ten- buttered rolls, ice cream and cookCrab lice. A-200 kills
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harm
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One applicastain or
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dancng, Miss V. Koggett, inter- Chi at Meharry Medical college, Defender, is also listed among the ley, Dr. George W. Gore, jr.,
P.O. Box 1264 - Chicago 90, III.
and
and Tau Lambda, local graduate speakers.
mediate dancing.
Rev. Martin Luther King. Citachapter, will participate in t h e
During the celebration six out- tions will be presented to
Dr.
three-day program of events standing men will be giv- Charles
S. Johnson, president,
which will be held at Tennessee er achievement awards. They are Fisk
university; Dr. Harold D.
State university.
Tennessee State university's presi- West, president, Meharry Medical
Opening convocation speaker dent, Dr, W. S. Davis; Thurgood college;
and James Huger of Chiwill be Dr. George W. Gore, jr., Marshall; Congressman Adam' cago,
Ill., the fraternity's execupresident of Florida A and M uni- Clayton Powell, Frank L. Stantive secretary.

Miss. Blvd. Women
Plan April Drive

IWestbrooks
Heard By
Owen Cagers

GET A BLACK
CAT BONE BAG

President Dwight D. Eisenhower 'ras appointed a Louisiana college president. Dr. Felton G.
Clark, Southern university, located in Baton Rouge, to membership on the Board of Font gn
Scholarships, according to a formal announcement by the Department of State.
Dr. Oliver C. Carmichael, president, University of Alabama, Is

Church Role
To Be Studied
JACKSON, Miss. — Negro ministers of all denominations in Mississippi will gather in Jackson on
Friday, April 27 at 10 o'clock to
attend the Ministers' Conference
Division of the 10.000-member Regional Council of Negro Leadership which meets the saint' day.
Theme of the Reetin,g will be:
"The Role Of The Church In The
Present Transition."
Dr. Paul Hayes, pastor of Roanoke Baptist church, Hot Springs,
Ark., will be the guest speaker.
A special delegation of Montgomery, Ala. ministers will be
honored guests.
man and newspaperman: Miss Jennie Woods, pretty LeMoyne col- I
lege alumnus and city school
teacher: Miss Maggie Bradley, sister of Mary Bradley, an Owen student; Robert Williams. former Owen student; and Miss Csrrie Brsnn
sister of Juanita Brain, another
Owen student._
President Levi Watkins introduced the faculty and made the closing remarks. Rev. C. Thomas
Paige, college minister, said the
benediction.
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ersity ot America; Dr. John N
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ate School. Radcliffe college; Rog
en A. Moore, Harvard L a s
school: Dr. Francis Scott Smytt
University of California Medici
Center; Atty. Philip H. Wilkie
Rushville. Ind. and Dr. Clark,
Wed , April 11 thru Aftril 12
Jack Potence - Barbara Rush
KISS OF FIRE
—Technicolor—
Rory Calhoun .Julie Adams

THE LOOTERS
Fri., Apr. 13 - Sat., Apr. 14
FIRST MEMPHIS COLORED
RUN

"BATTLE CRY"
—CinernaScope—
Aldo Roy - Von Heflin
Also

GLASS TOMB
John Ireland
Sun., Apr. 15 - Mon., Apr. 16
Tues., Apr. 17. .

20 000 LEAGUES
UNDER THE SEA
CimemoScope.Kirk Douglass
SWAMP FIRE
Johnny Weismuller
Buster Crabbe
Cartoons

Each Night

Lincoln Colored
Drive-1n Movie

wwwwwwwwwimmorito

Manassas High
'Show Time
Set May 4
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'Out of Kentucky,
- the great bourbon country,comes
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aged to perfection six full years...Ancient Age.
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It's a ''good deal" that the Their teachers were apparently
leading Negro Baptist ministers equally moved.
have been presenting the
town
The school kids liked the manduring the past several days.
ner in which the Baptist pastors
When their
The talk's about the ..simuf. handled themselves. W
taneous revivals" which the min- principal, Prof. Blair T. Hunt,
Supecsiettea rites: One year, Ses sin months. $3.50. 12-yeer special mabscriptioo rite, 1101
isters took the lead in having himself a Memphis religious leadThe Tri4tate Defender Doss Net Telt' Respeasibility he Unsolicited Measuripts or Photos.
their churches take part. They er and active pastor, presented
banded themselves together in Rev. C. M. Lee to serve as master
Published Every Thursday by the Tri4tete Defender PaMishing Cf. Entered es foceit4
what might betermed a "religf. of ceremonies for the occasion,
team.''And went together to the youngsters could tell from the
ous
Class Metter at the Memphis Pest Offtee March 20. 19$2, Under Act of Mardi 2, 1179.
various churches over the city tone of his voice that he regarded
extra
special
conducting
meetings. the visitors as
revival
They select one of their number guests. Kids have a way of tellto deliver the sermon, and the ing how their elders feel about a
rest stand-by to lend amen and situation or person by the inflection of the old folks' voices. PrinThe Memphis Police Department, carloads of white teenagers started cruising moral support.
through Chief J. C. McDonald should be through the area jeering at Negro youths. What they are doing Is rather cipal Hunt's voice reflected a refor his guests which the
commended for the swift manner in which A police spokesman made clear that such unique because of the time and spect
youngsters immediately preceived
circumstances
under
which
gang
they
of
rumor
excursions
disturbing
were
watched
being
and
the
handled
that
it
are conducting the project. Here and absorbed. They gave the
violence leatween Negro and white teen- no disturbance would be tolerated.
ministers a respectful and appreSchool officials, including Principal when Negroes all over are being ciative audience. In fact, many
agers in a north Alemphis neighborhood.
urged to send up special prayers
* •.
••••
ar•
The Department not only rounded up Louis Hobson, ministers and others are to about current conditions in mat- of them could pick out their own
•
suspects of both races but took a strong be commended also for their fine spirit of ters of race, it's noteworthy that pastors in the assembled group.
position regarding other youths who might cooperation in helping to halt what was local ministers are not putting They were glad to see them.
have been inclined to start trouble. Soon more rumor than fact and could have be- the emphasis on "race prayers" The students were pleased to
so much as they are focusing at- receive a demonstration of "good
after public notice was given the situation, come explosive.
tention on the need for a general English in action" as Rev. Lee
revival of religious faith and ad- presided over the proceedings, as
herence to the
principles and Rev. R. W. Norsworthy delivered
practices of Christ. That's funda- the invocation, as Rev. A. MeEwen
introduced
the
A move was underway last week to been fenced in by law and tradition, as a mental in the whole matter . . . speakerWilliams,
for the occasion. They
not
just
special
prayers,
result
decent
women
of
our
race
have
been
obtain some leniency for Clarence A. Stewwere particularly pleased to have
One of the most significant and popular singer, N a t King Cole's
art, a white painter, charged with attempt- victimized by scoundrels of both races. The interesting
—
developments growing preacher father
time is long overdue for an end of this.
presented to
ed rape recently of Mrs. Mary Bond Taylor, Decent and respectable Negro women want out of the ministers' "simultane- them.
Incidentally, it is notewora Negro school teacher of Fullview school. full protection from bestiality just as wom- ous revival" meetings was the thy to observe that the local pasprogram which they carried to tors had invited quite a few outA petition was to be heard which re- en of similar status of any other race.
the students and
teachers
of standing out-of-town ministers to
quested that the charge be dropped or that
Recently a Negro was convicted and Booker T. Washington High School come
here and help them conthe bond of $5,000 be reduced to $1,000.
sentenced for "grabbing" a police matron. last week.
their "simultaneious
reviThe local courts have established an We feel that if he was guilty, his sentence The 2500 Washington students duct
val." And that was as it should
Impressive record for punishment of Negro was just.
and their 70-odd teachers were be . , a refreshing
reminder
men who have been charged with raping
We hope that no leniency will be per- treated to an impressive sight that quite a few knees have not
or attempting to rape white women.
mitted in the Stewart case, and that if as more than a score of Baptist bowed to Baal in other places.
We don't like to contemplate what could proven guilty, he will feel the full impact ministerial leaders sat in digni- The principal speaker for the
fied array before them in the Booker Washington High program
have happened if a Negro man had enter- of the law.
spacious Blair T. Hunt Gymna- was youthful and brilliant Rev C
ed a white institution of learning and atThe eyes of the community are on this sium. The ministers
looked the L. Dinkins, pastor of First Baptempted to rape one of the women there.
case and its handling can contribute to the part of leaders of their calling. tist
Nashville, Tenn.,
For too long the South has been accus- improvement of race relations here and give They were well-dressed, well- who Church,
conducted the first week of
ed of practicing double justice when it comes assurance to womanhood that there is pro- spoken, well-presented. The sight the revival services at St. John
to the Negro. Negro womanhood has not tection from assault.
of them obviously
moved the Baptist. Church
(Orleans
and
youngsters to respectful attention. Vance), here in Memphis.
Abraham Lincoln once said, harmoniously together? %V It y Valley, the South Side of Chica"Public sentiment is everything. books — if goodness does not go, St. Albans, West Chesterfield.
With public sentiment nothing can emerge from their pages? Why and Blueberry Hill in Los Angelfail; without it nothing can sue- writing — if hate words are to es, to see how both poor and wellA few days ago, James "Scotty" ResWe wholly disagree with Mr. Reston
seed. Consequently. he who mod- be. written? Why school appropria- to-do Negroes live, .searching aftton, the able chief of the New York Times that questions on the racial situation
er the decent things in life, as
els public sentiment goes deeper tions to continue segregation?
Washington bureau made a proposal that should be taken out of the press
suggest
American as anybody else in
national
that
liI
our
than
and
Statutes
who
enacts
he
confercontroversial questions on racial matters ence. Nothing is more important than
pronounces decisions. He makes brary associations consider the thoughts and habits.
this
be barred from the President's press con- country's treatment of its
statutes and decisions possible or setting up in the South of attracI suggest that our great nationminorities. Not
tive information centers on race ally circulated magazines and
Impossible to be executed."
ferences on the grounds that they are too only are 16 million Negroes concerned,
but
As one means of moulding pub- relations, and for free use those newspapers not only publish, as
delicate and emotion-charging to be an- directly affected are 160 million Amerilic
sentiment below the Mason- centers be stocked with the best they are now doing, news and picswered in trigger fashion.
cans in the face we show to the world —
Those who live on the residue
Men have been able to keep up Dixon Line and improving the cli- books available on the subject, ture stories of the racial situaInstead, Reston proposes that these whether it is masked by deceit or whether in life have a very meager, also with the
pack in every field ex- mate of race relations there, I also the best of the books by Ne- tion in the South, but that they
subjects be discussed in a series of fireside it is frank and above board. If the race
cept in the fields that count most suggest that for the next five gro writers, both factual and cre- assemble expert research and sois- uncertain, existence.
chats to be made by the Chief Executive, sue is controversial, it is only because
A few days ago, I saw a cartoon in their growth and development. years our Christian churches and ative, prose and poetry, so that ciological staffs to prepare plans
in which he would air his views on the mat- some of us have persisted in handling
our missionary societies concen- bigoted Southerners might. read as to. h.!, we may quickly and
it in one of our daily papers. It CAN'T MATCH PACE
ter. Reston also defends the President's with the ostrich burying his head in the pictured a wolf pack nearing the The fields that have to do with trate all their mission forces in and perhaps have their eyes open amicably begin to solve the probcrest of a hill and at the foot of man's moral, social and spiritual the South. I suggest that instead to a world beyond their current lems that today make such hot
"moderation" beliefs as being the only safe sand technique.
the hill an old lean, shaggy look- growth and developments are the of sending missionaries to work in horizons.
course to take in these perilous times.
news. I suggest that a concenI suggest that our nation radio trated effort be made to show in
The
President
wolf with its ribs showing fields in which he is still too old foreign fields, they be sent to Mising
is
the
chief
executive
Once again, this newspaper feels imsissippi, Alabama, Georgia, and and television chains devote an
pelled to take a position that the press con- of all people — not just some segments of plainly through its shaggy hair. to keep up. The fields in which South Carolina to work right here ever-increasing number of public print to the Deep South the value
It
had
a
naked
bone
in
mouth.
its
of goodwill between the races —
the
population
he
seems
to
be
unable
and
to be there
his interests should be
ference is the direct line of communication
in the USA for the evil is deep service programs to the Southern and how goodwill cannot be basThis picture says that the old when the "kill" is made.
tied
in
with
the
problems
of
all
the
people.
between the President of the United States
and the situation at home is ur- problem, and to information about ed on words, but must also be
wolf at the foot of the hill was
can one keep young enough gent.
Jackson and Money, Miss., other lands where peoples of vari- based on deeds, concrete achieveand the people who elected him, and that To hedge and dodge in an attempt to 'side- too old to keep up with the pack, toHow
keep up with the pack? (1) Montgomery
and Tuscaloosa, Ala., ous colors and religions have ments, and lack of Jim Crow
to cut off or cut out any questions relat- step something controversial is something therefore, wasn't there at t h e Listen to those who know, (2)
less
than
honest.
Atlanta
Augusta, Ga., Or- managed to work out ways of get- signs, public humiliations, and
and
ing to matters of vital concern is in effect
"kill." Not being there at the don't make fun of nor reject new
angeburg and Charleston, S. C., ting along. That they also present closed ballot boxes.
severing the lines and suppressing the free"kill,"
it
was
at
not
there
Now, more than ever, it is vital to keep
the ideas and (3) know to get along and
Richmond, Va., all need mis- more and more cultural programs
feast. It only got there in time for with others.
dom of contact.
the lines open.
The education of the Southern
sionaries bearing the message of stressing the contributions of the
the fragments from the feast of
In order to listen to those who practical Christianity to preach Negro American to our national white man is certainly a part of
the pack,
know, you must have some infor- pray and teach brotherhood.
life so that the Southerner might the problem of solving today's
TRUE TO LIFE
mation of your own To get inI also suggest that our national perhaps be hown how worthy a problems. It needs to be a very
This is a picture true to life. formation. you must study. Listen- educational associations at their people Negroes are and become intensive and extensive education,
In Chicago last week, 'Negro Baptist what he proposes to do to meet the crisis The wolf pack climbing up to the ing is a great way to learn. Learn- next meetings take up the ques- enlightened as to the vital part we ardently undertaken on a big
leaders met to issue an historic document. imposed upon this nation by willful bigots crest of the hill symbolizing those ing is an experience.
tion of education in human rela- play in the making of America. scale, utilizing all the agencies of
Called a "Declaration of Negro Intentions," who would destroy the very foundations who are abreast with the present Education is experience, some- tions and interracial living a n d I suggest that Negro churches, church, press, radio, television,
it is a forthright, sound, and timely an- of democracy in their selfish desire to per- and its needs, therefore, they have one's and your own. Listening is put it at the very top of their lodges, and other organized groups and every other available medium
information, the strength and the best way to get the experi- agenda. Why schools — if decency in the North invite for extended at our potential command. And
swer to the notorious and treasonous petuate outmoded notions which deny the the
courage to successfully meet them. ences of others, for listening is is not taught in them? Why edu- visits, groups of young white the time to start to mould public
Southern Manifesto released last March 12. basic rights of all men to life, liberty, and This is the "kill."
haying and seeing.
cation — if boys and girls, men Southerners to live for six or sentiment for the better is now —
Dr. J. H. Jackson, president of the the pursuit of happiness.
Whenever one is satisfied with
To get along, with others, one and women, do not learn to live eight weeks in Harlem, Paradise but soon!
National Baptist Convention, USA, wrote
It's a long road from the slave com- what use-to-be, he is living in must know three things: (1) yourthe 10-point statement in language so el- pounds to Independence Street. And it's a the past which is the residue of self (2) know those with whom you
oquent and moving, it may well be worth still longer way from expediency and sub- life. Like the scraps left by the must get along (3) know t h e
printing and handed down to posterity mission to militant aggressiveness. What wolf pack. Past accomplishments things which effect others and,
along with the Gettysburg address.
we are seeing today is the new Negro, and past high marks have been last, know how to see the benefits
The most impressive thing about the proud of his role in making this country used up. They have been robbed in, any new ideas regardless to
their flesh, freshness, strength how comical the ideas may seem
document is that it is properly a review safe for democracy. Now he wants a full of
and flavor. They are stale, their in comparison with the known and
and summing up of the Negro's position in share of his earnings and what is more, odors have changed all of this the
accepted ideas. This is a
So many writers, politicians, sure. When the tt ails crumbled, cr saw themselves as carriers of
America today — where he stands and he is entitled to it.
because of agi.
formula for keeping young enough professors, and what have you, the Humpty Dumpty of a conven- the virus which was to destroy
There can be no growth without to keep ep with the pack, also are sounding off on the unhappy ient, oft-invoked regional concept the status quo in their towns and
change. Today must be an im- to be present at the "kill."
South that I feel as if I ant going of atate's rights fell, too, Even communities. . .
provement over yesterday and toThose who keep up will stay up blind trying to keep up with them, if the apostles of this doctrine,
—The organizers and u n i o n s
morrow must be an improvement and those who stay up will be Every publication has an "exclu- which was as malleable as sculp- came. The Negroes were encourover today if there is to be pro- kept up. Don't get too old to keep sive" treatment of the segregation or's clay in the hands of its many aged to register and vote. T h e
nocent, as I can tell you.
my greatest conviction and de- gress.
up with the "pack."
A Long, Long Time
issue and, surprisingly enough, interpreters, were to put Humpy PTA and the community meetings
Sobell is going into the courts mand at present.
some of them are very enlighten- Dumpty back together again, there began to hear new and protestDear Editor: As an innocent
Therefore,
I
shall
1111111111111111111111111111
asking
appreciate
again,
is no wall on which to set him. ing voices about the crowded
for
a
the
new
trial,
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ing.
man who spent twenty years in
One d the old war horses in He fell with the walls, not front schools, the town's municipal servinclined
prison before being released by charging that the prosecutors, in- help of any religiously
ices. The political contests bethis field is Ralph McGill, the edi- them.':
Olson, cluding Roy Cohn, knowingly used person or group to foster my plan
California's ex-Governor
for
me
and
gan to be less and less 'sure' of
get
has
Constitution.
no
me
He
to
perjured
Atlanta
tor
of
America
the
Mr.
testimony
McGill,
for
to
it
is
clear,
convict
permit me to say that I'm glad
is described as "one of the bray- illusions about the sanctity nor result.
that it didn't take twenty years him. I hope the courts do t h e higher religious studies and ob- •••••-est and most balanced liberal edi- about the impregnability of t h e "All the while, though deplorfor us to give James Kutcher a right thing. But it's a long road servation to equip me for a better
service
in
this
field
that
goes
of
my
callthrough
the
tors
courts.
in the deep South" in the status quo in Dixie. lie is enlight- ing the change and declaring to
You
little justice. In spite of the fact
April issue of the Atlantic Month- .ened and rational enough to rec- visitors that things were not as
that he was a severely wounded can be a pretty old man by the ing.
I shall be grateful to any group
ly which carries a lead article ognize that the dynamics of so- they had been, the delegations
war veteran, he might have been time they decide that you were
or any individual who shall give
squib; never saw themselves as makers
right,
after
all.
"The
cial change cannot be successfully
Angry South," by him.
forgotten in my day, and left penSobell ought to get the same their help to fitting me for the
Editor McGill probably won his resisted by emotional bulwarks of the revolution. They sought
niless and friendless.
citation for bravery because of his erected by worshippers of a dead, with a kind of desperation to
He has his pension and now consideration Mooney and I got, demand of this field, which I shall
hold
maintain the status quo—all the
myself
only
a
obligatory
lot
sooner,
to
long
fight with the Talmadge poll- highly romanticized past,
The
that
President
there is still the matter of his job
group or such individual and to
tical machine in Georgia. The ma- The point that intrigues me the while laboring to bring new into he returned to him. I'm going has the pwer to give him a parwork in conjuction with them or
chine bosses have been trying to most in his article, however, is dustries and payrolls which could
to guess that he will get that too. don or commute his sentence to
that particular individual.
time
served.
shut him up for keeps. His repu- that the Southerners have to a only accelerate the changes."
I
Presithink
the
Meanwhile, innocent of any crime,
All response, in the name of God,
Editor McGill has made it retation for liberalism arises be- large extent undermined the old
he has to do the best he can. But dent ought to take that step now.
Thirty years is a long, long time. that comes from sympathetic peocause he is willing to admit that order themselves. They have set markably clear that even for a
it could be worse - he could be
ple of interest shall be gratefully
the white South simply must take fire to their own houses. In the Southerner it is extremely diffidoing his waiting in prison as Tom Warren K. Billings, San Francis.
accepted by me.
Co.
its foot off the Negro's neck. He name of economic progress, they cult to have your cake and eat
Mooney and I did.
May the Grace of our Lord and
is not, however, in the same lib- have set in motion forces which it too. It is a little amusing also
There is another innocent man
Saviour Jesus Christ be with you
eral
league with Lillian Smith of are bound to change the social to reflect that the leaders of the
in our U. S. A. today who is wait- Wants To Be Minister
all (Amen). Spencer Olu. Edna,
%%bite supremacy bloc in the South
Clayton, Georgia. Miss Smith, of order.
ing it out in prison. That's Morton
P. 0. Box 168, Monrovia, Liberia.
than
ccurse,
liberal
is
more
many
Here's
how
Editor
McGill
hanhave been the architects of their
Sobell, accused of conspiracy to
Dear Editor, I shall be
very
impendinl: doom.
own
so-called
Northern
liberals,
dies
this
point:
commit espionage. He's under a grateful and thankful to you if
In his Atlantic article, Mr. Mc- ". . .the walls of states -rights
30 year sentence. I've made a you will be kind emiugh to adver- Now Is The Time
Gill makes a point which intri- regionalism
were
undermined
DEAR EDITOR: Will you anthorough study of his case, and it tise through publicity my sincere
gues me. First, I should state, he most energetically by those who
proves only one thtng to me — and earnest desire to become a swer that man William Faulkner
concedes in the beginning that the now protest the most—the deepthat sometimes people will believe missionary worker or a profes- that this is no time to wait. The
old order in the South cannot be South politicians at the state and
can't sional minister of our Master and time is here. We are going
anything. Nowadays you
NEW YORK — Mrs. Lisle C.
maintained. Here is the way he local level who head up or slipthrough the time. Answer him.
find a corporal's guard to believe Saviour.
put it:
port the Citizens' and States' Carter. member of the National
that Mooney and I threw a bomb
am 30 years old and have had don't give up the fight. There was
"There was a time when being Councils, and other variations on Board of the YWCA and mouParade in high school education with ad- a great storm on the sea. It was
into a Preparedness
Southerner could be made into the thenie. It was they who most her of its executive committee
e
1916. The day will come when vance studies in the field of edu- so rough that the captain gave up
a pleasant, semi-official profes- encouraged and accompanied the tt pon invitation of the American
nobody will believe the one wit- cation. It is obviously known to and cried, "We are lost." Just
sion if one rehearsed it a bit. But e,'-epreneurs who
w
went north h y Embassy at Bonn Germany, conness who, trying to dodge a per- me from all indications that my then his little four year old
not now,
plane and train in search of new ducted a seminar oa the U. N.
jury charge, accused .Sobell of be- calling is the Chri:flan ministry. daughter took his hand and said.
"In May. 1954, the trumpets of ii.dustry. Some tempted this new at the 17th Conference of AmeriAlthough I have had training in "Isn't God on the sea, the same
ing a spy.
nine black-robed justices in irdustry with low taxes or no can Activities in Europe.
the
prison
since
the
fields
of mechanical engineer- as on land"? He then kissed the
Sobel] has been in
the
Greek
temple on the Potomac taxes, with free land or c It c a O
The conference was held in
since ing, draftsmanship, pattern mak- little maiden, and anchored safeAlcatraz
in
1950, and
blew down the already weakened land. . •
Berchtesgaden, Germany. April
Thanksgiving Day 1952. That's a ing and foundry metallurgy, but ly in the harbor So let us fight
walls of political feudalism in the
"It oas. and still is, a puzzlin't 11,12 ta. The conference is mainly
lot of years to be without your yet 1 think positively that my life now. If we don't it will take years
South.
There long will be fighting fact that most of those who head comprised of the wives of NATO
family. Ira long for a guilty man is centered around the message to start again. Rev. Frank Mc"I TOLD 'IM I KNEW I LOOKED LIKE A MILLION
in the ruins, but it will he guerilla ed, or were members of, delega officials and other! stationed in
even longer when you're in- or redemption, which 1 am sure is Gee, Chicago, III.
a
BUCKS
AN' WAS JUST AS HARD TO MAKE."
stuff a it d its denouncement is., lions seeking new enterprises nev- Europe.
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Deserve Commendation

Eyes Of Community On Rape Case

I

As Lincoln Said, Public Sentiment
Is A Factor To Be Considered

Keeping The Lines Open

Declaration Of Intention

I,

DATA

What The People Say

SO WHAT?

•

Directs Seminar
At Bonn Confab

•

TR1-STA1E DEFENDER

a

Sat., April 14, 1956

Summer Camp For Boy Scouts June 19 July8

•

•
ARCHERY UNDER A CLEAR
SKY at Fuller State Park, six
miles south of Memphis, is a
feature of Boy Scouting camp

time which draws plenty of interest. This group, made in
1955 is under direction of Freddie Garner, of Martin Temige

church. The free camporee
for all troops will be held
the weekend of April 21. Summer camp for Boy Scouts and

Explorers will be June 10
through July 8th. Summer
camp rates are $8 per week

made at the division office at
544 Beale ave. (Withers Ph°.
tos.)

SWIMMING AND ACQUATICS
supervised at camp by Melvin Conley, standing right,

gives Boy Scouts essential
training in life saving. Here
they utilize the new arm lift

pressure method
respiration,

of artificial

•

•

CAMP DIRECTOR Fred 0.
Harris, standing left, posed
here in L955 with Troop 1 at

the camp site. The boys are
broken down into troops and
participate in activities in

these groupings. Mr. Harris
says he will have a staff of
about six for the Summer

Camp sessions this year including a cook and an assi-' ant
cook.

THERE'S ENOUGH OF Mark
Twain's Tom Sawyer in every

young boy to make nature lore
one of camping's top features.

Melvin Conley, a teacher at
Melrose High school, super-

vises the nature lore activities
of the camp.

"Per‹.•
-444,

WATER ROUND for fun and
kistructions la boating and
caneoing go this group

of Boy Scouts. Boating a n d
caneoing at camp this session

will be supervised by Mr. Dar.
ris, camp director.

FISHY FISHING — It may
appear that way because there
is no water around but at

tually the 'ellowa are learning
how to (act for those bass
they'll be going after a bit

later. Most of the Boy Scouts
develop a real casting skill
during the camp sessions, and

they all enjoy it. (Withers
Photo.)

•

